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Matjaz Vidmar, YT3 MV

Amateur-Radio Applications
of the Fast Fourier Transform
Part 2 a

3.
THE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM
(FFT) ALGORITHM

The Discrete Fourier Transform supplies a very
useful result, but unfortunately requires a very
large number 01 computations on a digital com
puter or a very large number ot components It
pertormed by an analog circuit. A more efficient
algorithm that provides exacnythe same result as
OFT with a considerably smansr effort required is
called the Fast Fourier Transtorm. As an ex
ample, to compute a 1024 data point OFTthe FFT
algorithm requires about 200 times less compu
tations (or analog components) than a straight
forward OFT. Further. the number 01 cornpu-

tations required in Ihe FFT algorithm is only
proportional to N/2 • log 2 (N). The FFT algorithm
can therefore be performed on a very large
number of data samples without significantly
increasing the number of computations per
sample.

The basic building block 01 the FFT algorithm is
called a "bunarny" operation. A "buttertly'"
operation consists of a phase-stun operat ion and
a sum/difference operation. It operates on two
Input variables and produces two results. A single
'"bunertly" operation can already compute a 2
point FFT. as shown in fig . 3.1. In the case of a
2-point FFT, Ihe two input variables are the input
data to the FFT algorithm and 'he two results are
already the result of the algorithm. The phase
shih is equal to IT in 'his case.

f(4)
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FlO) ~ 1(01&" ~ 1(' I....

Fig. 3.1. :
Two-polnl FFT - a single
"bunerfly" operation
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110)

\ II)

F( I) = ' (0)"" • 'I' I~.n • ' (2)0" , ' (3)...•

F131' 'IOJ"'" '( 01...• • '1>1'" • '13)0""

F(OI = '101" • 1(' )" • '12toP • 'OJ"

Fig . 3.2.:
Four-point FFT, computed
each using two <bunerfly"'
operations

FIg. 3.2. shows how a 4·poinl FFT works, A 4·
point FFT is computed in two stages. Each slage
Includes two "butterfly" operations. In the lirst
stage. all phase shills are oo.ual to IT. In the
second stage, the phase shilts are "12 and tt,

Note that each output 01 the /irst stage "butter
flies" is led 10 exactly one input 01 the second
stage "butterflies" . Considering the periodiCityof
the complex exponent function. the four outputs
correspond exactly to the result obtained with a
straightforward DFT, the laner, however. requires

16 phase shilts (8 if one does not consider zero
phase shins) compared to the 4 phase shltts of
the FFT algorithm.

Similarly, as-point FFT is computed in three
stages as shown In fig. 3.3. Each stage includes
4 "butterfly" operations. Again. in the first stage
all phase shills are equal to.,.. In (hesecond stage
lhe phase shifts are ITI2 and tt . In the third stage
th'e phase shills are 11/4. trl2 , 3 • "/4 and n. The
algorithm block diagram Iouows a regular pattern
too. suggesting that a FFT algorithm working on

1"0 1 - " a)ollP • I ( I~' • tlll!""- • I{) IO"""" • II .~ • If~le'-" r\!;..,r' , • '11te'"

"'l'!t.~. f{O' .' • rll~ • J(Z;-r"" . 1f3,M'· ·· • r(...!'It' • Il~¥ '. 1(&1""""" • IP )lI'"""

FIg. 3.3.: Elght·polnt FFT. computed In three steps, each using four "butterfly" operations

t31
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Fig. 3.4.:
ObtainIng a double
length (2N) FFT from
two single-length (N)
FFTs

..,

' (01

H1N . I.J

fI2"' -2')

1( 1l r(~·\)

l(JI n..·1)

Obb
N'f.'~\. FFT........."

rLlN - J ) ~It~-.)

1'2N. t ) H & F(0)

an arbitrary large number of samples could be
designed in a similar way. In the case of an B-point
FFT, only' 2 -bunerllies" are required compared
10the 84 shif1laddoperations of a straighl10rward
OFT algorithm to gel the same result.

To design FFT algoritms. operating on an even
larger number of data samples. one should
therefore investigate Ihe possibility of comb ining
several FFTs computed on a smaller number of
samples. Fig. 3.4. shows how to combine two
N·point transforms (not necessarily computed
using the FFT algor~hm) into one single transform
on 2 N (twice the number of) points. In addition
to the two N-point transforms, N "buner1lies"
are required. These "butterflies" requxe N dif
ferent phase shilts ranging (rom II/N. 2 • ;rIN.
3. ;rIN... (N - 1) • «IN , ;r in steps 01 ;TIN.

The principle shown in lig . 304. is in tact used to
des ign a FFT algorithm operaling on any data
length N Ihal is a power 01 2. A FFT algorithm can
thus operate on 2, 4. B. , 6, 32. 64, , 28, 256. 512.
, 024 ... data points . The 4-poin( FFT can be
denved from the z-coim FFT. Ihe a-point FFT
can be derived from the 4-poinl FFT, Ihe ts-point
FFT can be derived Irom the S-poinl FFT etc...

132

Each doubl ing of the data points only requires
an addltinal stage so the total number of stages
is equal to log 2 (N) . Each stage requires NI2
"bunerf lies" . The total number 01 "butterfly"
operations is therefore equal to N/2 • log 2 (N) .

A quick Look at fig. 3.3. shows that Ihe results
do not appear in any reasonable order at the
output of the FFT algonthm : t, 5, 3, 7, 2, 6, 4, O.
Coms idenng the construct ion principle shown in
fig. 3.4 .• a very simple rule to find the desired
output can be iound , This rule is called bit
reversed addressing and it is shown in fig. 3.5.
for the a-point FFT exarnpte. To lind an output
number one has 10take the corresponding input
number, write this number down in binary formal ,
reverse the order of bits, convert the number
back to decimal and add i. This rule can be
easily implemented in digital hardware (deor
cared OS? microprocessors). where data is
stored in consecutive memory locations.

To implement the FFT algor ithm. a number 01
' butter1ly" operations have to be per1ormed.
An analog implementation called the "Sutler
matrix " uses delay lines to obta in phase shins
and "rat-race" hybnds or 3 dB direct ional
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couplers for Ihe add/s ubtract opera tions . The
InpUIS 01 the FFT circuit are connected to the
elements of a linear antenna array and Ihe out
puts of the FFT circuit to receivers and/or trans
rnitters, Since Ihe required phases and magni
tudes of the signals feeding an antenna array
are the Fourier transform 01 the desired radiation
pattern, the outputs of the FFT circuit correspond
directly 10beams in Ihe various direc1lons.

Implementing Ihe FFT algorithm on a digital
computer most operations are performed with
complex numbers. Although phase shihs are
easier 10 perform II comp lex numbers are held
in a magnitude/phase format, sums and diHer
ences require a real/imaginary-componenl
number format. Since conversions Irom one
number format to another are very time-con

suming, all ccrnputations are usually done in
the reallimaglnary-component format. In nus
case a phase-shift operation requires lour
real mulllplications wilh coefficients trom a
precomputed table 01 phase shifts and two
additions. Each summation of two complex
numbers requires two real summations and
each complex dilterence reqUIres two real
differences.

The phase-shift coefficients are precomputed
and stored in memory, since only N dinerenl
coetilciems are required In all stages 01a N·point
FFT. The same coetiicients can be used in the
101l0wing FFT, il a number 01 FFTs have to be
computed on changing data . Finally . the phase 
coetfic ienttable Includes sines and cosines which
are much mo re lime-consuming to compute than
the multipl icat ions and addn ions requ ired lor the
FFTilsell .

If a FFT ;s computed on real data , then only half
of the outputs contain interesting data. Ihe other

half are just complex conjugates. To use the
algor ilhm more efficiently, another set of input
data can be litled into the imaginary part 01 the
input variables. Alter Ihe FFT alqornnrn is per
torrned, the two results can be separated by
simple additions and subtract ions using the
symmetry laws 01 the Fourier transform. 1/ de 
sired . Ihe two results can be further combined
InlOa Single, double lenglh FFT.

The inverse OFT can easily be performed using
Ihe FFT algorilhm in Ihe reverse direction. The
number 01 mathematical operations is identical
except lor an additional division by N lor each
data point to obtain the or iginal magnJIude back .

There are even mo re eHicienl algorilhms to
compute a OFT or ils inverse. All of them are.
however, based on the FFT princip le described
above and require a lillie more programming
enorts to further reduce the number 01 com
putauonsrequired.

4.
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS USING THE
FFT ALGORITHM

One of the most obvious applications of Ihe FFT
algorithm is a FFT spectrum analyzer. The FFT
algorithm itse]! is performed on a dlgllal computer,
usually a DSP microprocessor. The input signal is
provided in a dig itallormat from an AIDconverter.
The microprocessor itself can display the result In
a variety of formals.

However. 10bUild a digital FFT spectrum analyzer
some additional functions are required. A block

flO) »---> 0 0008 »---> 0008 0 0 .. 1 e 1 »--- > 1"(1)
f(l) »-- -> 1 :: 0018 »---> 1008 4 4 .. 1 :: 5 »---> F(5)
t(2) » - - - > 2 :: 010B » - --> 0108 :: 2 2 .. 1 ) »---> F(3)
f(3) » - - -> 3 e 011B »---> 1108 :: 6 6 .. 1 7 »--- > F(7)
f(4) » - - -> 4 1008 »--- > 0018 e 1 1 + 1 2 »--- > F(2)
t(5) »---> 5 1018 » -- - > 1018 :: 5 5 .. 1 6 »---> F(6)
f(6) » - - - > 6 1108 » - - - > 0118 3 3 t 1 :: 4 »---> F( 4)
f(7) »--- > 7 :: 1118 »-- -> 1118 :: 7 7 + 1 B » - - -> F(O)

Fig. 3.5.: Output bl, -reversed mapping lor aeight-point FFT
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Fig. 4.t.: Block diagram of an FFT spectrum analyzer

diagram 01 a OSP microprocessor-based spec
trum analyzer is shown In fig. 4.1. The analog
input signal is flrsl sent to an analog lowpass
(bandpass) lilter to prevent aliasing like in any
DSP application. The analog liller is lallowed
by a sarnpte-and-hold and an AID converter. The
AID converter leeds a buffer memory. since the
FFT algorithm operates on blocks 01 data.
Belore Ihe FFT the signal samples may be
weighted optionally. The complex spectrum pro
vided by the FFTalgorithm Is used to compute the
magnitudes 01 the spectral components, the
phase informallon is discarded , Averaging is
used to improve the slgnal·to-noise ratio in
some measurements. An optional linear-to
loqanthrnic conversion is standard lor all spsc 
trum analyzers, Finally, Ihe result can be dis-

played in different torrnats and a conventional
compuler printer can be used to obtain a hard
copy.

The performance of a OSP FFT spectrum ana·
Iyzer IS mainly limited by the performance 01 the
AIDconverter used. The conversion speed 01 the
AID converter defines the maximum bandwidlh
and the resolution 01 the AID converter defines
the available dynamic range. After the NO
converter the digitized input signal can be con
veniently stored in memory if the microprocessor
IS unable 10 process the data in real time. Also
all suitable microprocessors offer a compute
tional accuracy of at least 16 • 24 bits allowing a
much wider dynamic range than any NO con
verter.

NOil - DVE UMPE ~

_t

FIg. 4.2.:
Overlapping FFT$

13<1
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Fig. 4.3.: Weighting slgnel samples

Even i/ the DSP microprocessor is last enough
to process all of the data in real time. the input
data stream has 10 be sent 10 a buffer memory
firs\' since the FFT algorilhm operates on blocks
of data. not on single samples . Without weighllng
FFTs are usually performed on contiguous. but
non-overlappinq blocks of data to obta in almost
all of the spectral informalion contamed in the
input Signal.

In the case 0/ inpul signal weighting. 'he con
tnbution o/Ihe samples at the beginning or at the
end 01 a block is very limited. To use all of the
information comained in the input signal over
lapped FFTs have to be perlormed. Both cases
are shown in fig. 4.2. In the second case the
over lap is set to about 50 % for a raised-cosine
weighting function.

II the FFT algorithm is performed on a raw.
unweighted block of data . the corresponding
spect rum is distorted. Since the FFT does not
conside r any data samples before the block nor
any data samples after the processed block of
data . the actual input signal 10the FFT algorilhm
corresponds 10 the real Input Signal modulated
wiTh a rectangular impulse ot Ihe length of the
data block. A rectangular impulse wilh steep

Fig. 4.4.: No weighting (above) versus raised 
cosine welghtlng (below). same Input
signal. LOG vertical scale

leading and Hailing edges has a very wide [re
quency spectrum of the form sin(X)/X. The
resulting output will be the real signal spectrum
convoluted wilh the sin(X)/X function .

Although Ihe real signal spectrum can not be
obtained since il requires an infinite amount
of time, a much more accurate spectrum can be
obtalned by weight ing the signal samples as
shown in IIg. 4.3. Weighting means mUlliplying

.35



each signal sample with a constant whose value
depends on the position of the sample inside Ihe
input data block . The pracucat effect of weighting
Is 10 replace the abrupt ONIOFF transitions With
smoolh transit ions at the beginning and allhe end
01 the data block. Welghling funct ions are se
lected 10 minimize the distort ion of Ihe signal
spectrum . Raised-cosine and Gaussian functions
are usual choices . since they have a very narrow
own spectrum wilh low side lobes.

FIg. 4.5.: No averlllging (above). averllglng 4 times
(below). 68me Inpot signal end other
settings es In fig. 4.6.
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The effects of no weighting versus weighting
are shown in fig. 4.4. The two plots show Ihe
spectrum of the same signal obtained in two
different ways . A linear 512-point frequency
scale is used on the horitzonlal axis and a
logarithmic arnplnude scale (15 bits or 90 dBI
full scale) is used on the vertical axis. All the
parameters. including the input signal . are the
same for bolh plots except for weighting : the
plol above was obtained without any weighting

rue 1(11 ROT : ~·. El'':'; Hl; I.\I"""

r-Jlr: -. I
U' ~

I

rc!CTICli FtOT: ':'£>;';1G So! I Ke<' ?J~

Fig. 4.6.: Averaging 16 Umes (above) or 64'Umes
(below). same Input slgnel end other
settings as In 119. 4.5.
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while the plOl below was obiamed with a raised 
cosine weighting. Raised-cosine welghllng
clearly provides much more clear spectral lmes,
w ith no INEXISTENT sidebands. On the other
hand. weighling slightl y reduces the frequency
resolut ion mak ing the peaks broader. Selecllng
weight ing or not is therefore a tracecn between
dynamic range and frequency resolu tion.

II a measurement is anecred by random noise .
averag ing among a number 01 otherwise rdent ical
measurements Improves ihe accuracy of the
resul t. Automatic averaging is very easy to irnple
menl on any microprocessor-controlled test
equipment. Averaging is used in spectrum
analyzers to improve the slgnaHo·nOlse ratio ot
the displayed data. The Improvement lhat can
be obtained by averaging is shown 10 fig . 4.5 .
and fig. 4.6. All four plots were obtained /rom Ihe
same input Signal in an identical way except lor
diHerent amounts ot averaging.

The linear-to-logarithmic conversion Includes
the computalion of a logarrthm lor each spectral
component. Since the loga rithm IS a rather 'slow'
tunction on digilal computers, a look-up-table
algor~hrri or a Similar approach has to be used
10 avoid unnecessary load ing 01 the computer.
The same constraint applies 10 Ihe display
procedure: most computers require more llme
10 draw a hlgh -resoluhon plot than to compute
the FFT algorithm. The display rouune and /or
dedicated hardware has to be quick enough 10
avoid slowing-down lhe spectrum analyzer. On
Ihe other hand . a hardcopy 01 the Video display
is usually very easy to obtain on any computer
using a standard printer or plotter. at least when
compared to analog instrumentation with CRT
displays.

Besides the conventional frequency/amplitude
lunction plot other tyP&s of display are possible
on digital computers. A practically very useful
type of display is the intensity spectrogram. In
the latter frequency is still plotted on lhe horl 
zontal aos. Each FFT resull is, however. re
presented by a single-Image line and the pixel
brigh'ness is used to represent lhe maqnnuoe
of a spectral component. The results of succes
sive FFTs are plotted on successive lines .
showing the results of a large number 01consecu
nve measurements on just one computer screen .

lntensiry spectrograms are useful when analyzing
conunuously changing Signals

The display ot a FFT spectrum analyzer usually
Includes Ihe complete frequency range covered
by the FFT algorithm: Irom zero to half the signal
samp ling frequency The frequency resolution is
then Simply equal 10 the frequency span divided
by the number of lines displayed. The frequency
resojutioo may be shghliy worse if weighl ing is
used in tront of lhe FFT alqontbrn. Of course
partial displays are poss ible too. showing jusl a
subset of spectral lines computed by the FFT
algorithm. The sarnpte-and-hotd circuu In front
of (he AID converter is an excellent harmonic
mixer II is mererore pcssib fe 10 observe a dlf·
ferent frequency band JUSt by replaCing the input
lowpass filter with a bandpass lilte r lor the
selected frequency range .

Finally , a comparison has 10 be made between
a FFT-based spectrum analyzer and a scanning'
receiver type spectrum analyzer (conventional
analog RF spectrum analyzer) Of course a
scanninq-receiver type spectrum analyzer could
be implemented on a digital computer as well.
A FFT·based spectrum analyzer has. however.
a very important advantage over a scanning'
receiver spectrum analyzer: regardless of the
hardware used the FFT spectrum analyzer uses
Ihe avauaote specual information in a much
more eHicient way resulting In a much Quicker
operation .

As an example. consider that a 5 kHz wide tre
quencv band has to be analyzed 10 a resojutlon
01 10Hz. A scann ing receiver With a 10 Hz band
WIdth has 10 dwell on each 10Hz trequency step
for about 0 1 seconds. result ing in a total sweep
lime ot about 50 seconds! On lhe other hand. a
FFT-based spectrum analyzer needs 10 sample
a 5 kHz Wide Signal wllh a samphng frequency
of 10kHz A 1024'pOIn( FFT has 10 be used to
obta in a 512·poinl display. so the total •scanning"
lime is 0 ,1024 seconds!

In the above real-wend example the FFT spec
lrum analyzer is aboui 500 limes fasler! The
reason for thrs IS (hal a conventional scanning
receiver specuurn analyzer only uses me in
lorrnauon conta ined in lIS receiver bandwidth. all
(he other mtorrnanon contamsd in (he signal
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IS simply rejected! On the other hand. the FFT·
based spectrum analyzer uses all of the In
formal ion contained in the sIgnal since the
FFT alqonthrn corresponds 10 a bank 01 512
parallel bandpass liIte rs in the above example.
Such a bank of fillers would be prohib itively
expensive and ditticult to make uSing convert 
nonai analog t9Chnology_

A FFT-based spectrum analyzer can therefore
be used in applications where a convenuonal
scanning-receiver type spectrum analyzer IS not
practical due to the 100 long scanning lime or
completely useless since the signal is nOI
available lor the scanning lime period required .
Even in the case when the scanning-receiver
type can be used. lhe FFT-type can provide a
much more accurate result in 'he same time ,
averaging among a large number of measure
rnems .

Unfortunately the bandwidth and oynarnrc range
of digilal FFT speclrum analyzers are severely
limited by the available hardware. mainly AID
converters, II IS therefore necessary 10 under
stand lhe advantages and crsaovamaqes bOlh
techniques 10 select the most sunaoie one lor
a pan icutar problem, since lhe two techniques
are complementing each other rather man
competing atlhe present stale 01 technotoqy.

Will be continued I
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Guenther Borchert. OF5 Fe

Universal Synthesizer for Frequencies
up to and above 1000 MHz
Part 2 (Conclusion)

2.
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Integrated circuits for use in synthesizers are
offered by a number of tirms: the choice fell
here upon an IV-family from Plessey. These chips
contain the most interesting phase detectors (to
be precise two - one digital and one analogue 
which share the work). moreover, the synthesizer
processor employed has the means to control an
EPROM automatically in order to obtain all
operational information there. The chip also
contains the sequence control together with
almost all the components belonging to a PLL
circuit. II can be so connected. that in normal
operation. no access to the PROM is carried
out thereby minimising Inter1erence signals on
the output caused by internal control signals.
The pre-scalers are also lrom Plessey in order to
eliminate the possibility of imertace problems.
There is deliberately no description 01 SImilar
chips from this series with micro-processor
conlrol as the required control computer would
restrict the circle of users. Figure 6 shows the
central part of the circuit wrth pre-scaler, PLL IC.
EPROM and loop filler.

The RF signal Irom tns oscillator is taken via a
buffer amplifier with variable pre-scaler. The
amplifier is not used here 10 increase the level
(the Ieis relatively sensitive). but should Improve
the isolahon between the analogue and digilal
sections of the cecun, It IS important thai de
coupling arrangements are employed In the
supply line in the interests 01 obtaining a clean
output signal. Many tests have proved ibat the
dual-gate MOSFET circuit has the hlghesl
isolation properties from output back to input.
A BF98t . or equivalent . is saustaciory up to about
200 MHZ bUI for higher frequencies the tater
types, such as the BF986 or the BFgee. are
particularly suitable. The divrded signal is taken
directly to the PLL IC. Ttus contains, as already
mentioned. all the other parts 01 the PlL In
this circuit. the buill-in cryslal OSCillator is also
used.

In order 10 reach frequencies which are tocareo
bsfween two step frequencies, one vancap diode
is connected across the crystal. For a simple
manual tuning operation thiS circuit is sufficiently
linear. The reference crystal is taken to be 4 MHz,
According to the data sheet, lrequencies up to
10 MHz are possible; the reference divider must
then be programmed somewhat differently. The
complete programme information is contained in
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an EPROM. II is so programmed that Ihe rece ive
frequency is selected directly at the switch. For
send/receive switch-over, and for relay operation.
further address lines can be used to change
over 10the requisite set of data.

As ment ioned prev iously . Ihe IC contains two
phase detectors. The digital phase detector
is responsible for the control of large frequency
differences. small dev iations result in the sample 
and-hold detector being engaged. This in ils
characteristic analogue PO has only a very small
sample of the reference so that the spectral lines
in the comb of frequencies are suppressed. Apart
trom that, it attenuates switching noises of all
types from the digital section .

80th detectors in the IC are externally parallelled
at theit inputs, the auto switch-over IS accom
plished by the anliparal\el connected diodes.
If silicon diodes are employed for this purpose.
the switch-over is carried out at a conlrol-vollage
surge of more than 0.7 V. The resistor RS and
capacitor CB determine Ihe loop gain 01 the
sample-and-hold phase detecto r. The capture
and control renge of the phase detector and its
response lime are thereby dstermtned. The
values employed should be a good compromise
for use in radio-equ ipment synthes izers . That
is also, in general, applicable to loop filters .

As the oscillator trans-conductance always
varies from one construct ion to another , there
must be some attempt at match ing for optimum
operation. The lirst function IS always poss ible
with the dimensions as given . The annex con
tains some lormulae with which calculations may
be earned out . Further information can be found
in the data-sheets/books (5) and (6) whereby the
.tormulae In (6) are partially defeclive.

3.
OSCILLATORS

3.1. Decoupllng Arrangements

At this point , there must be some discussion
about decoupling of the oscillator from the rest

of the circun, especially Irom the PLL chip,
before gOing on to the actual oscillator descrip
tion .

With a Voltage Controlled Oscillato r (VCO) , the
tuning rate-or-response Kvco (HzN) must be
kept firmly in mind. As an example. it will be
supposed thalthe 70 cm band should be covered
by both the transm itter and the receiver . Using
an IF of 21.4 MHz. (he tinal frequency minimum
tuning range is 408.6 MHz to 440 MHz. This
means a total range of altogether 31.4 MHz
(highest transmit frequency 440 MHz to lowest
receive frequency of 430 MHz minus the IF). Al
an available loop control voltage amplitUde of
10 V (12 V minus the OP-amp. oil-set vollage
and an allowance for variat ions) result in a veo
sensitivity of 3.14 MHzN. A loop-voltage varlanon
of only 1 mV would result in a frequency change
of 3.14 kHzl Loop vollage oontamlnation of Ihis
order would result in an unusable input signal
(FM noise modutation).

Included in these disturbing influences are
variations in the supply voltage caused by
mechan ical vibrations (microphony) and changes
in the load caused. lor example . by internal
changes to the switching divider which changes
lis resistance according to its input conditions.
The supp ly-voltage fluctuations must be mini
mised with the aid 01 IC stabilizers. The self
generated noise of the tatter must not be over 
looked; see (7). The effBC1 of load variations
Is avoided by using buller stages at appropriate
points . It Is also helpfUl to reduce the coupl ing
10Ihe buffer stages to as Iowa value as possible.
The resulting low load ing also improves the
quiescent stability of Ihe circoit . The decoupling
arrangemenls around the PLL IC are of the
utmost importance.

3.2. FET Oscillator up to 200 MHz

In practice, two separate oscillators are usually
employed 10 cover the requisite frequency
range. Up to about 200 MHz. the FET oscillator
shown in fig. 7 has been proved successful.

Tests have shown that the specified Neosid
inductor should be used in 'he interests of sta
billty . With eV20 1, the luning range ot the oscula
lor , and thereby its tuning sensitivity. is made
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adjustable. Wilh CV202 and L2Dl. the basic Ire
quency range can be set.

Alter the oscillator, Ihe signal is ted to a ca
pacitive divider on the PLL buffer stage and then
on (0 the oscillator amplifier. The oscillator ampli-

tier has a dual-gate MOS ,FET which allows a
relatively large adjustment range of the ouiput
vottaqe and also possesses a high isolation
to return signal energy. The power can be varied
over a range from +10 dBm 10 -40 dBm.
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Fig . 8: Oscillator cIrcuIt for frequencies up to. or above 1 GHz (according to construetlen).
The tuned circuit can be realized from a leng1h of seml·rlgld cable, the length of Which must be
determined experimentally - SI8rt with 30 mm
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The core 01 the output transform er can be any
mat is sunable for VHF. e g. Neosid or Siemens.
Tests have confirmed that double-note ferrite
beads have proved themselves - they are used
in the DJ7VY·amplilier. as well as Ihe usual nng
cores . The number 01 turns may remain un
changed between 50 MHz and 200 MHz.

3.3. BI·Polar Oscillator up to ca. 1300 MHz

In Ihe frequency range above 200 MHz . a circuit
with a PNP transistor has proved itself In many
tests . The advantage of the circuit shown In
figure 8 is that the tuned-circuu inductor IS

grounded at one end: This obviates (rouble with
the parasluc series inductance inherent to de
coupling capacitors which is prone to cause
spurious oscillations. The whole circu it con
struction must be carried out in accordance with
VHF pract ice. This means. in particular. that
the base and the cold end of the emitter resistor
must be fitted with multi·layer chip capacitors
sunk. into the board. Careless work can result
in drop-outs in the tuning range or reversal spots
in the progression of luning. This leads to corn
pletely unpred ictable behaviour 01 the PLL. The
de-coupling capacitors must be located as Close
as possible to the transistor. The transistor
should be one of the given types . espec ially
when working at the upper frequency limit. In
any case. the vanous connecting sequences
must be adhe red to.

A length of short-circuited, serni-riqid coax ial
cab le is normally used with this type of oscillator
which Ihen functions as a capacitive shorted )J4·

wave tuned circuit . As both the inner and outer
conductors 01 the line are bound rigidly logether
by the dielectric. the oscillator possesses ex
cellent mscharucal stability and shows linle sign
oj rnicrophony ettects. The cable (e.g. Subner
type SR3). can be 01either 50 0 or 75 n charac 
teristic impedance. The circuit can also operate
either with a Lecher line or Witha wound·inductor
tuned circuit The values given are dimensioned
lor a 70 ern equipment using a 21.4 MHz IF with
the send frequency being produced directly.
For other Irequencies. the capacitors around the
oscillator transistor, rogether w ith the varicap
diodes' coupling capacitor. must be altered
accordingly. Trimmer CV301 corurols the Ire-

quency coverage of the OSCillator and CV302 the
basic frequency .

The buffer stage . In thiS case . comprises a 10 dB
to 20 dB anenoator pad and an Ie wideband
amplilter, 'he NEC ;.<PC1651 . The circuit IS
designed so that there is at least 1 mW to 2 mW
at the output of Ihe amp lifier.

01 course . other types ot oscillators can be used
here. among them lhe wide-range osc iltators
publ ished In (8) or the serm-nqlo VCOs in (9) .
Also of ulility are Ihe ceram ic-resonator oscu
tarors described in (10).

4.
PROGRAMMING THE NJ8B20

4.1. The IC's Internal ConstructIon

The Internal block schematic of the IC is shown
in figure 9. The NJ882Q contsms an l'·bit
retsrance counte r, a 7·bit A·counter and a 1Q·bit
M-counter Whereby the max imum diVision lactors
are set, The A· and 'he M·counter together control
the switchable dividers via a logic circuit. When
programming the relerence counter (this controls
the step frequency) . care must be taxen thaI the
variab le counter is followed by a fixed divide
by-two scaler.

All counters are equipped with registers con
nected with each other in order that 4·bit words
can be reqistered externally. All bus toqeiher reo
present a 28·bit long word . To this 28·bit word.
four make-up bits are added to make a total 01
32 bus. This is splil-up into eight 4·bit words
which address the IC. via appropr iate address
logic . with a 3·bit wide address bus. The correct
order 01these bits is. of course. important for the
correct control. The signal· liming schematic of
figure 10 shows the exact arrangement. The
individual dividers will be trealed with examples.
The 00 stands for Ihe make-up bits.

4.2. DeriVing the Division Factors

4.2.1 . Reference Counter

The internal osciltato r circuil is able to work with
crystals 01 over 10 MHz . In order to determine
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Fig. 9: Interior ollhe PLL·chip module. It contains all the required dividers and control circuits

the required division lacror. the crystal frequency
must be halved (internal : 2) and 'hen divided
by the reference frequency. The result must be
a whole number. The division tactor must then be
expressed as a binary word.

(5)

Example' Iq = 4 MHz. I, = 10 kHz
A =4 MHzf(2. 10 kHz) =200 ~ & OC8

= 000/1 100/1000

(sequence R1D. .RO) = t t bit

4.2.2. The A- and M·Control Counters

From the rauo of ouiput frequency 10 reference
frequency. 1he 'o'a\ division lactor N IS deter
mined. For an N divider With a swtlchabla pre
scaler the follOWing expression applies:

N = lo"",f" . , = (P .. M) + A (6)

If N is divided by P the result is not a whole
number. The value before the comma is sub
sutured for M, the value after the comma IS

multiplied by P and the result is then A. Each
value lor M and A are transformed again into
binary words and put Into the appropriate places
in the table (see para. 1.4.).

Example:
Fveo = 430 MHz - 439,99 MHz
channel siep = 10kHz (I.leo)

Nm•• = 439 ,99 MHZll 0 kHz = 43999
P = 80(SP8719)

M = NIP = 43999/80 =549.9875
= 549 ~ & 225 = 101001010101
(senes M9...MO) = 10 bll

A = 0.9875 If 80 = 79 ~ & 41 = 10011111
(series A6 ...AO) = 7 bit
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4.3. Programming Units

The IC used here. retrieves 'he programming
mtorrnatlon automancany from the PROM or
EPROM. In thIs manner , the PROMs for the re
ceiver and transceiver are so programmed tha'
In each case the iransrnn frequency IS adjusted
at 'he BCD SWItches. The swncn-over '0 "trans
mil" and to "relay" operation is accomphshed
by changing the top address bits. The PROMs
used here are only hall exploited (4·blt words.
for full exptoitation a multiplexer must be con
necteo 10 the data line) .

The programming algori,hms lor such PROMs
would be going a little too tar for an article such
as this as a good knowledge of mathematics IS

required. Ready·made PROMs for some stand
ard applications (2 m with 10.7 MHz IF, 70 cm
WIth 10.7 MHz IF With and wilhout LO multip lier,
70 em wilh 21.4 MHz IF with and wlfhou' multi
pher. simple 23 cm FM iranscewer with 35 MHz
IF) are available and Ihe range will be expanded.

For Ihe leSllng of the actual synthesizer function,
pal'1lcularly il it has not been pre-oroqrarnrned,
the circun of figure 11 has been developed .

The control signals 01 Ihe synthesizer IC are
used lor addressing a iorai of 32 circuits. It can be

seen thai there are two blocks each haVIng 16 bit
and connected togelher with another multiplexer .
In the prototype construction. OIL switches were
employed in bunches 01 eIght. When using toggle
switches. 28 are enough, of course, buf the lour
make-up bus should not be forgol1enirrespective
of whether Ihey are 1 or O. Al Ihe swjtches. the
binary words are set to mose values arrived at
lrom (he dividers (note the correct order). II
available, hexa-decimal coded switches can be
used whereby the correct arrangement 01 the bils
must be observed.

When using 'he setling -up programming circuit,
the signal lines must not be taken via feed
through capacitors as the impulses would be
olstcneo during dynamic addressing opera' ions.
II is recommended thaI for this case a OIL plug
IS constructed, which is compatible with the
PROM socket. and connect this, using a short
lIal-band cable. to the programming device .

At trus juncture, a very important feature ot !he
IC must be considered . All the transmitted bits are
internally reglslered so that every 32-bit word is
only needed to be sem once. The IC has an input
(pin 14) at which can be swilched to a permanenl
stale 01 either address or read-in. II this input
is returned to ground, the memory is permanently
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FIg. 11: Auxiliary programming unll for Ihe PLL-IC (only required 11 working wllhout the E-PROM Is
requtrad, e.g. lor tests etc .)

read oul. 1115 also possible 10 apply a pulse allhis
Input (euher posiuve or negative) simultaneously
with Ihe arrival of the fresh Input data .

Many circuits spring to mind for this son of
purpose. In Ihe proposed synthesizer circuit , the
towest value bit is assessed from every BCD
switch. As ttns IS changed from 1 10 0 (or vice
versa). the polarity across the capacuor also
changes and us charge/discharge energy can be
used as an impulse. Unlortunately. II turned
OUl thai the type of BCD switch chosen. opera led

100 slowly. The resulting pulse . theretore is a
little truncated and the IC does not respo nd. To
Improve this . a CMOS Schm itt (rigger IC, type
74HC(T)14 was provided. The capacitor lor Ihe
diHerenliat lon IS located fighi behind thrs circuit .

t46

Beiore Ihe gate mputs, Ihere are Inlegrators
With a charge time of T = 200 ms in order 10

eliminate contact bounce In lhe BCD switches.
This value seemed \0 be saiistactory for all types
tried. II. however. there are some difficulties
(Ialse locks), the value can be increased to 1 s.
Such a long lime could cause problems on
transmit/receive switch-over. The only real
remedy is to try a better type of switch!

Aher Ihese measures. no more dllflcullies were
experienced. 01 course, any type of Schmitt
trigger-Ie could have been tried in this position.
When the synthes izer is in operation wilh the
auxthary programmer. 'he IC should be switched
to either permanent interrogation or an additional
push-burton switch must be filled.
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A Iunher important feature is the lock detector
"LD" . It lies at ground potential when the loop IS

in lock. For the controt of external modules, it IS

taken out of the module. At PT 29, the onqmat
signal IS available having an internal resistance
01 1 kf!, at PT 28. an open-collector ouipui IS
available in order to dnve an LED - as a simple
application. Under transmit condit ions. the
transmiller should be suppressed by one 01 these
outputs when frequency changes are being
undertaken 10 order to avoid unwanted trans
rmtter outputs.

5.
CONSTRUCTION AND ALIGNMENT

Pnnted circuit boards have been developed
for Ihe actual synthesizer as well as lor both

oscillators,All three PCBs are double-toll, t ,5 mm
Ihlck epoxide-resm (imperative lor HF) . At least
Ihe synthesizer board should be provided wilh
througn-contacllng as the component count is
very hIgh in some parts 01the board. Expellence
has proved the value ot using these protesslonat
pracnces In order \0 obviate the frustration
caused by tracing grounding problems - such
trouble quickly exceeds Ihe extra expense ,

The synthesizer board (layout plan In fig. 12)
IS of 70 ern x 70 cm dimensions and Iits a standard
un-otaie box ,This Iype 01construction is sufficient
lor Ihe stability requirements 01 normal oscinators,
The dunensions of both oscillator boards are
identical at 70 ern x 35 cm (lIgs. 13 and 14),
also fining proprietary standard boxes. Further
more. it IS possible to solder them. complete
with PCBs, into a yet larger enclosure.

All the DC-supply potentials are led Into the
enclosures via leed·lhrough capacitors. ThiS also

Fig. 12:
Synth81il:ter PCB
component layout plan
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Fig . 13: FET,05clllalor PCB ex>mponenllayoul plen
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applies to the loop control line. The RF connec
tions use miniature coax connectors such as the
well proven 5MB or SMC series. Of course, the
RF connection can just as well be soldered
directly withoU1 using any connectors. The use
of PTFE coaxial cable is recommended but this is
more a question of price and availability,

Now for the actual construction. The synthesizer
contains no internal adjustment possibilities!
/I has proved convenient to first 01 all solder the
PCB into the pre-orilled housing and lhen load it
later with components . This reduces the risk of a
hot death lor some components! The pre-scaler
is soldered directly into the board but the other
ICs can use sockets. Where the boards have not
been designed to have circuit tracks on both
sides. the removal 01 foil from around the non
grounded component pins should not be lor
gotlen .

The board has been so designed. that the pro
gramme input pull-down resistors are soldered in
an upright position. In this procedure, the resistor
body is bent towards the groundplane. The free
end is then taken to the feed-through capacitor
(seefig. 15).

In this manner. many solder points and space is
saved , Similar treatment is accorded 10 the
Schmitt-Irigger input resistors. They are con
nected by only one leg to the PCB, the second
being connected directly with the appropriate

Fig. 14: GHz~sclllalor PCB component layoutplan. The reslstcrs marked. belong 10Ihe
attenuator padand should only be Ilqulpped If required. Try lI8ml-rlgld cable
3 mm dla. E.perlmenl wllh lenglhl
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leed-Ihroughs. Furthermore. Ihe EPROM ad
dress lines are taken Ihrough Ihe board but
direclly to solder points so Ihat they can be
wired according 10 the type of PROM employed
and the desired function of Ihe sampling bits .
It is important that the three bits that arrive via
the switch , are connected to OSO,OS1 and OS2.
The next bit is for the TXlRX switching, and tha
highest bit for the relay switching. This hierarchy
is crucial for correct funClioning and Ihe "standard
appl ications" are made clear in table 1.

The PCB for each oscillator should also be
installled into the housing before loading with
components. The construction of [he oscillators
must be carried out using great care. The dra in
vollages and currents of the FET oscillators
are adjusted alter Installation. The best 01 ad
justing them Is to short out the drain resistor
completely and change the source resistor until
a current of 6 to 8 mA is obtained. Then, the
source vOllage Is measured. To this value, 6 V
are added as FET drain/source voltaqe and Ihe
lolal value of the matching drain is given by :

RD
10V - IUo + 6V)

10
(7)

correctly installed. The PCB has been designed
around Ihe BF970 as the oscillator transistor.
With other trans istor types . the lead pin-outs
must be observed.

The RF alignment is ident ical for the two types
01 oscillator. The trimmer CV01 determ ines the
coupling of the varicap diodes and the CV02 the
basi c frequency. For the bas ic tuning . 5.5 V are
applied 10 the voltage regulator inpin and eVOl
is turned halt-way.

5.1. FET Oscillator

The mid-frequency of the desued range is ad
justed by L 201 with CV02 at about a thIrd ot
its capac ity. Trimmers CV201 and CV202 must
now be iterated in order to achieve a tuning
voltage range Irom 1 V 10 11 V of the requ ired
lrequency range plus an auowance ot at least
1 MHz overlap. Taking a 2 metre appl ication ,
lhis wou ld mean a range of 132 MHz to 147 MHz .
It the tuning range is not sutncient eV202 must
be made smaller. CV201 must be enlarged and
the alignment repeated. Allogether. the tuning
range should be trimmed to be only as large as is
necessary in order that the tuning sensitivity
of the oscillator is not \00 great.

The resistor before the tantalum decoupling
capacltor should always be more than 30 n.
Since the FET, in the DC range. shou ld always
simulate a constant-current generator [his
procedure is perrnissabls. The oscillator itsell.
has a very good phase-noise cna raciensuc and
lends Itself well to other projects - in which case
it may be worthwhile to employ high-grade
voltage requtators (REF01 etc.)

The blpolar oscillators should oscillate imme
diately assuming that the components have been

5.2. BI-Polar Oscillator

The bi-polar OSCillator has only two trimmers
to align so thaI for the baSIC frequency adjust
ment, only CV302 is available. Both trimmers.
again , must be iterated In order that the requ ired
luning range is covered. This being for a 70 ern
equipment 402 MHz to 442 MHz .

The PLL·filler calculations in the appendix are
valid for these VCO sensitivities.

feedthcouqh cap. ~ feedthcouqh

.;:0, Jffi0 ,6::'>0 ,; "J) ,!Ji,,,""
1i({T)14 PROM ground

cap.
Fig. 15:
ConstrllC1lonaldetails lor
Ihe connecllon of the
program 8&lector switCh 1o
the E·PROM and the Impulse
generalor
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VHF COMMUNICATIONS 3190

When this funct ion is rulfilled. the PLL is con
sidered as cnsckeo. A mid-frequency IS selected
and the PLL loop closed . Wilh a COrrect func
tioning a mid-voltage will be measured and the
correct frequency indicated on the counter ,
Also the "lock " LED must be extinguished. Check
now (wilh an oscilloscope) the control voltage
range by selecting various lrequencies In the
band .There must always be a DC voltage present
for each selection. An alternating voltage compo
nent indicates an oul of lock cond ition. If neces 
sal)', the tuning range can be trimmed with
CV301 and CV302.

As can be seen trom the circuit diagram, the
reterence cryslal can be pulled on frequency by a
vancap diode. In this manner, iI is possible to
realise a quasi-continuous tuning range. Some
crystals are not able to be pulled to their nominal
frequency . This Is due to the deficit of coupling
via the diode. In order to be able to achieve con-

unuous operat ion, the PROM must be manu
factured such that a frequency is always gen
erated which hes one or two channels lower
than the one displayed. If necessary. a Iinle
expenmentation Will have to be undertaken

6.
PARTS LIST

6.1. Synthesizer Board

11 : SP 8792fA - : 80/81 up 10200 MHz
SP 87931A - : 40/41 up to 200 MHz
SP8716 - :40/41 up to 520 MHz
SP 87 t 8 - : 64/65 up 10520 MHz
SP8719 - : 80/8 1 up 10 520 MHz
according 10 frequency range

Fig. 16: Sample construction according 10figs . 12113
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12: NJ 8820
13: NE 5534 or equiv . low-noise typal
14:EPROM according to Table 1
15: 7805
16. 74HC(T)14

Tl: BF 900f9Bl or squiv. up to 200 MHz
BF 966/988 or equlv , up to 1000 MHz

T2: BC 557 B (I) or equiv.
T3: BC 547 B (I) or equiv.

All capacitors have a 5.08 mm lead spacing and
the resistors should suit a 7.62 mm grid.

fJ.T means Tant . capacitors.
C2 should be a good quality loll type.
The values 01 Rl, R2. R3 and ClfCl ' depend
upon the results ot tns loop-filter calculation.

6.2. FET-Oscillator

T201: 2N4416or BF246A or B
T202 : BF 900f981/953 or equiv.

VHF COMMUNICATIONS 3f90

1201 : 78L 10 (Ref 01, not adjusted for this
projec1)

CV201 : 2 ...40 pF
CV202: 2. .20 pF - try a fixed value 8.2 pF

R201 ' }
A202: adjustment i.a.w. text -
R203 : values given as a gUide

TR201 : a-turns wilh tap at a-turns on VHF core

0201/202: BB 142. BB 809

6.3. BI-polar Oscjllatcr

T301 : SF 970 up to ca. 700 MHz
BFa 23 } up to 1300 MHz but
BFa 32 different pin'QuI!

1301 : 7a LlO
1302: Wideband amplifier e.g. NEC /.LPC1651

MAR-4 (Industrial Electronics)
I 303 : Wideband amplilier GPO 1063

(AVANTEK)

FIg. 17: Sample construction aCCOrding 10figs . 12/14
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VHF COMMUNICATIONS 3190

phase discl:lm lnator contl:o l range

I
I________J

riltec

F(SI

veo
KVCO

DFSFC

1---'
I Scalec I

L- -1 KN '1i ..... ...J

I IL --J

Fig. 18: Basic cIrcuit of 8 PLL·toop with the Individual frequency dlsposltlona

TR 301: 2 x 4 turns on UHF core e.g. Siemens
double-hole core

0301 ·302: 88105

7.
SUMMARY

Pictures 16 and 17 show the author's specimen
construction. This Is 8 universal and versatile
synthesizer circuit which is able to be imegrated
into many oscillator projects and can also be
retro-til1ed into other equipments. An enhance
ment 01 the control, using a ~p together with
the appropriate software, opens up other possl-

bililies (e.g. signal generators), which until now
have only been available in commercial test
equipment.

8.
APPENDIX
LOOP FILTER - BASIC
CALCULATIONS

A Phase-locked-Loop (PlL) is a control structure
inwhich a portion 01the output signal Iscompared
against a reference signal and from the result a
correction tactor lor the output signal is derived
(flg,18).

POA
R2 (

£B
POB

USptl
-2-

Fig . 19:
Billie: circuit of an active
loop-filter
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VHF COMMUNICATIONS 3190

trorn this renews the dimenSioning equauon

U)n = 2:- tt » f'eI/24fl (10)

Both these quantities allow the component
values lor the PLL 10 be arrived at.

The behaviour of this loop, when input quantities
are varied, is determined by quite a number of
paramete rs. Many of these parameters are deter
mined by the type of circuits selected lor the
OSCillator, the phase detector and the divider.
The only possibility in order to inlluence the
behaviour 01 Ihe loop, wilhout going \0 a greal
deal 01 trouble, is 10 alter the loop tiller. This
liller can be either acnve, using an operational
amplifier . or a passive AC network . The basic
mathematics are thoroughly treated in (11). This
describes the conditions suitable lor the type
Of filler employed. The circuil under consrderatron
here. uses an active filler employing a relatively
low-noise OP. The baSIC Circuit is shown in
li9 · 19.

The resistors A1 and A2together With the capaci
tor C represent the universally known filler in the
reference. The supplementary resistor A3, is
employed for the double phase-detector . Such
a filler offers the possibility of adjusting the so
called loop circud-treouancy ... and the attenua
tion D independently from one-another . Wilh
these quantities, the oscillalory conditions can
be determined e.g. follow,ng a frequency change.
II the circim loop frequency is 100 low, Ihe search
time for the newly selected frequency Will be
high : when the anenoauon is too small. i1 can
occur that the loop doesn't lock in. The anenua
non should amount to an aperiodic limit of be
tween 0.7 and 1. The loop Irequency can be very
well approximated by Ihe lollowing expression:-

('1" = 2 "IT aln

(14)

(12)

(13)

(15)

(16)

(18)

(17)

K... Kvco

w. z • N

I, = R, .. C

2
D

5· Rl ( 2.D
+ 1)R, 2: --..,

K. Wn

Rz K... Kvco

R3 2.D·lIln"N

L'.f
Kvco - .. 2al1

L'.U

C .. Rz

These lour equations are generally applicable lor
any kind of PLL loop. The quantity K.. is the
sensuivhy of the phase-detecto r i.e. lIS output
voltage per degree of phase difference between
the input signals. The oscillator sensitivity is
given by Kvco and is delined as the frequency
alteration in Herz per voll 01 loop voltage change
limes 21T.

In the circuit under discussion, the acural task
of control is left to the analogue PD (A). When
the circuit has achieved lock. II carries out the
fine luning control. Owing to the pecularities 01

the design, the circuit noise is very well sup
pressed. A series 01 component formulas is now
given:

where.
tn = working Irequency 01 loop
W n = loop BW frequency
K" = PD (analogue) sensitivity
K., = PD (digital) sensitiVity
Kvco "" VCO tuning sensluvny (2 .. IT ... HzN)
D = anenoatlon normally unit but

optionally 0.7
N = total division factor

According 10 the Plessey data-book (5), the
sensitivity of other analogue PDs can be ex
iracreo Irom the circuit data as lollows :-

(8)

(9)

(11)
VK$ .. Kvco

N *1 ,
IOn =

I'o,IlOO

V, + 2. D2 + (1 + 2 .. D2f + 1

f,or1100
-- tor D = 1

2.48
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wher e,
Rb = Ihe external resistor at pin 2
f, "" step frequency (10 kHz In example)
UB = PLL ·lC supply vollage

He who wishes 10 exoenmem further, WIll find
all Ihe necessary information In Ihe references
given.

Followlrlg this basic discussion, the calcutanon
of all the important quantities specitically for
the two irnpcnantfrequency bands, 2 metres and
70cm Willbe earned out .

8.1 . 2 m Synthesizer with a 10.7 MHz IF

VCOrange for the transmitter :
144 MHz· 145.990 MHz
VCOrange for the receiver :
133.3 MHz· t35 .3 MHz
The total tuning range should have a minimum of
133.3 MHz 10 145.99 MHz i.e. overlapping Ihe
required range by at least 1 MHz . From this
results a L\.f of 15 MHz . The range of Ihe tuning
Voltage should be from +1 V 10 +10 V (supply
vouaqe minus the OP limits), 6 U is therefore
9 V. The average sensitivity of the oscillator, as
given by formula (18), is:-

Kvco ~ 2 • (513) • 1T' '06 radNs

VHFCOMMUNICATIONS 3190

UB - 0,7 - 89/YR"
(19)

From (19). the sensitivity K. = 300 of the phase
detector A can be deterrnmed. The reference
frequency, I.e. the step Irequency. should amount
to 10 kHz . From formulae (8) 10 (10) Wn to 250 l Is
is Obtained. Whereby Ihe actual value is rounded
off from (253 .35 t /s) , The maximum division
factor, from (3), IS Nmax = 14599, with Ihis value,
the worst case must be dimensioned. All the limit
values have now been enumerated and the tiller
can now be calculated :

From (15) is obtained C • R2 = 3.56 and Irom
(17) RiR3 = 445 .6. Wilh the result from (17) , R2

can now be deterrninad. II should not be above
1 Mn as the input resistance 01 the operational
amplifier cannot be neglected. Asa good comoro
mise, the value 01910 kn can be taken (standard
value), whElreby R3 has a value of 2.042 kO.
For the time being, the larger standard value of
(2 .2 kn) should be employed. With (16), tM
minimum value of R, can be calculated. This
should be larger than, or equal to 18.345 kn.
this means a standard value 01 22 kO. Finally, the
result of (15) and the determinalion of R2 , the
Integration capacitor C = 3.9 p.F can be caicu
lated (4.7 J-LF used) .

All the component values have now been eval 
uated and the loop should function optimally.
Unfortunalely, there are component tolerances
thaI must be taken into consioerauon and the
fact thaI all calculations based upon an OP have
assumed that it is an ideal amplitier. This means

Nm,nl ' = 14400 M = 360 ~ 0110110/1000
Nma< T. = 14599 M =364 ~01/011011100

Nm1n R, = 13330 M =333 ~01 1010011101

Nma • R. = 13529 M = 338 a 0110101/0010

Table 2
A = 0 ~ 00010000
A=39aOl0/0111
A = 10 ~ 000110tO
A = 9 ~00011001

N,,, , - , = 17200 M = 215 ,a 0011101 10111

N".".,. = 17599 M = 219 ~ 00 /1101 /1011
N.,. nR. 16344 M =204 ,Q,OQ/l10011100
Nm•• ~.= 16743 M =209 aOO/l101 /0001
Senas M9 ...MO

A = 0 a 00010000
A = 79 ~10011111
A = 24 ;;;' 00111000
A = 23 ,Q,00110111

A6 .AO

Table 3
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C = determined trorn (15) and the value of R2

1,75 j.LF . 2.2 fJ.F used

Finally. the division factors for 'he programming
device are given in table 3.

The reference oscillator also uses a 4 MHz
crystal , From (5)

8.2. 70 em SynthesIzer with a 21.4 MHz IF

Send frequency: 430 MHz - 439.975 MHz
Receive trequency: 430 MHz - 418 .575 MHz
Frequency span : ~! =36 MHz
Tuning vollage range: ~U =9 V
Oscillator sensitivity (from 18): Kvoo = 2.11.106

radNs
Phase-detector sensitivity (19): K. = 300
Loop frequency (10) : Wn = 600 1/s
Reference (step) frequency : !<$I = 25 kHz
maximal division factor from (3): Nrno. =- 17599

Hence:
trorn (15) : C • R2 = 1.19
trom (17) : A;{R3 = 357
R2 rounded 10680 kfl, R3 to 2 xn
R, must equal or be greater than 12 kfi. 15 kfl
used

that an inspection 01 the output signal with a
spectrum analyzer. or a receiver . and POSSlbl~

some cut and try work may be necessary. Indi
vidual cases may can for some experlrnentanon.
as there can be no general recipe for an opllmal
solution.

The reference oscillator is equipped with a
4 MHz crystal. According 10 formula (5), the
reference divider must be adjusted to the value
R '" 200 . Expressed as a binary word, this
amounts to: R = 200 (binary): 000/1100/1000
in the series Al0...RO.

The divide r factors lor the programming device
are determined according 10 the expressions (3).
(4) and (6) . Their respective binary values are
appended. Only the limit frequencies have been
calculated (P =40) (lable 2) .

R =80 ~ 000/0101/0000
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Or. Robert Domer, 00 5 IK

4-Channel 140 MHz Oscilloscope
Part 2 (Concluding)
Salient Circuit Details

2.
PRE-AMPLIFIERS

FIg. 2.1. shows the arrangement of the input
voltage dividers and the pre-amplifiers. Y ampli
fiers for oscilloscopes are usually designed as
differential amplifiers. This principle is adhered
to in thIs case but they extend right up to the
inputs. This eliminates the irritating requirement
for the summation of two channels (one 01 which
must be Inverted) when making differential
measurements. All channels for this mode are
available.

An unused Input can be swi1ched to ground for
reference purposes by means of S1. Switch 32
serves to switch between DC. AC and 50 n in
puts. In the 50 n position, AC coupling has also
been provided but with a lower frequency tlmit
of 1.2 MHz. This is advantageous when meas
uring signals with a high DC component as, for
example, in ECl circuits. This makes the
switching simpler and also reduces the stray
capacitance. At the input socket is located a
contact plate K which switches a signal to the
character generator when a suitable divider
probe is plugged in. This alters the Indicated
range by a factor of 10.

The input signal is taken to a compensated
voltage divider. having division factors of 10
and 100 and selected by miniature relays. They
are so constructed that both the input capacitance
and the input resistance remain constant during
switching. The compensation is adjusted by
C3 and the input capacitance by C2. Capacitor
C4 serves as a load capacitance for balancing
tha adjuslment range. The combination A4/R5
protect the inputlransistor pair. II is compensated
byC6.

FOllowing nIT1 '. the signal is divided in 2 and 5
steps by a low-ohm divider circuit before being
fed [0 !he trigger or Y amplifiers. The resistors
R6 and A7 damp out any tendency for UHF
spurious oscillations to occur in the prs-amplifier
when it is SUbjected to certain input terminations.

This arrangement ot tns range switching has its
davantages and also its disadvantages. Amongsl
the latter is the tendency of the null·line and
various common-mode input ranges in the differ
ential mode, 10 be offset during range switching
in 1-2-5 steps. The overwhelming advantages
that a lower number 01 dividers direclly at Ihe
input are required and that a simple 2-5 division
factor requiring only one compensationcapacitor
suffices.
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Using relays lor range swilching proved enor
mously successful but only high-quality relays
using gold-plaled contacts should be used. The
siray capacitance 10 ground Irom Ihe relay
contacts, at 7 pF per relay . is relatively high which
is the reason why only two dividers he directly
at the input.

3.
y- AND TRIGGER·BUS
MANAGEMENT

Fig . 3.1. shows tne Iype of structure which is
required 10 switch Ihe various signal sources
to one 01 Ihe buses - ceoenoem upon priorlry
signals . A sWitching sequence must not lake
longer man 100 ns 10 pertorm and this dictate s
Ihal the use 01 unsaturated logic and current
con trol is mandatory

Bolh Y- and trigge r-bus are terminated with
470 n resistors (A1 and R2 for the Y-bue shown
here) . They serve as load resistors lor Ihe active
amplifIer output represented by Tl . T2. 01 to 04
and R3 . As long as the control line inhibits current
through R3, the total collector currents of T1 and
T2 is diverted Ihrough 02 and 03. This IS so small
that the coaecior potent ial is grealer than the
bus potenual block ing 01 and 04 thus Isolal ing
Ihe amplifier from the bus .

If a conlrol current 01 . in tnis case 36 mAo is
Ilowmq , the poreraial at Ihe anodes of 02 and 03
IS lower Ihan the bus poienuat and Tl and T2
deliver Ihe signals via 01 and 04 to the bus .

3.1. Enabling the Control Cu rrent with Prlorlty
SWitching

Both the y. and Ihe trigger bus have two priority
circunsprovided : T3 to T8 and T9 10T13 respec
lively. The cond inons of T3 10T8 are considered
lirst. The transrstor with the highest base voltage
delivers current via R9 to (he appropriate control
line. The sequence is defined by means of the
vanous high H-Ievels at their bases. This gives
prior iI)' to character display over the normal
oscilloscope operauons. All the other control
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Fig. 4.1.; Ca8COde amplifier end delay ·llna driver

sources are Isolated via T8 from the V·bus by
application of an external signal applied to the
X·V·Z-socket. Thus, only external V-signals are
forwarded. Transistors 1'3 to T6 switch the lowest
priority stages to the selected Input amplifier.

The trigger bus organIzation is determined by
the position of 51 and the channel selection. If
51 is in position CH1 to CH4, transistor T9 con
ducts through Rl0 to the + 5 V supply rail. The
current through R4 de'ermines the channel
trigger source but it cannot be a channel con
nected 10 the V-bus. On position ALT. transistor
T9 is blocked and the signals lrom the channel
selection logic d91ermine the trigger source.
When alternate beam operation is selected. the
lriggering is always active at the input actually in
use. This enables a stationary trace to be ob
tained even with signals or differing frequency.

Two turther positions of S1 serve to select the
external trigger (EXT) or triggering from the mains
frequency.

3.2. Channel Selector Swhch

The sequential switching of the input amplifier
can be carried out from two sources: a 100kHz
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generator for CHOP-operation and Ihe time-base
fly-back pulse on the ALT-mode. This is selected
by switch S2. which lakes the signal on to two
divider flip-flops having a total of lour outputs.

The switches S3a to S3d together with the AND
gates of IC1. interconnect these outputs such
that. by the operation of push-button switches.
the appropriate channel is always active in the
correct sequence. It is also possible to switch a
channel Inor outwhich represents a consroerabta
simplification in control over that altered by
proprietary 4-channel oscilloscopes.

V-AMPLIFIER AND DELAV LINE

4.1. Flnrt Amplltler Stage and Delay-Line
Driver

In the arrangemenl ot flg. 4.1.. the extreme left
hand stage is an amplifier which magnifies the
signals from the Y-bUS.This is acascade differen
tial amplifier with a voltage amplification v; =
3.9. It consists of Rl to RB. 11 to T4. the de
coupling capacitor Cl and the compensating
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Fig. 4.2.: Y-plate nnlll amplifier

Ueg-50V
Ued-40Vss

Ueg-3DV "3

Ued-SVa s H:=:J~K.

capacitor C2. Resistors R4 and AS serve to
dampen VHF-sell oscillations.

The 10 V DC-pulses act through A5, R7 and AS
to produce identical quiescent currents through
both transistor branches nfT3 and T2/T4,These
currents are linle aHected by the absolute ampli
tude 01the DC-pulses owing to lhe relatively high
value 01 RB. A common resistance 01200 n lies
between the emitters 01 T3 and T4 which serves

lor lhe distribution of the transistor quiescent
currents under differential input signal conditions.

Neglecting base currents. the collector currents
through T1 and T2 equal the current flowing
lhrough T3 and T4. Any current diHerence pro
duces a diHerential PD across A21R3 which is
available as an amplified signal. Resistor R1
serves to adjust the correct outpUl pulse level
to approximately 22 V. Transistors T1 and T2

15\
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prevent any feedback from outoui to input be
cause the differential signal potenuat at (heir
emitters is practically zero. They pertorrn the
same sort of shielding function as the screen
gr id does in a ietrooe electron-tube.

The signal from the cascode stage is taken to
two erniner tonower pairs (T5 to T8) which Ulilise
a common substrate and are therefo re in close
thermal contact with each other . Owing to the
relatively high currents and low-ravel signals
used in this application, there anses the prob lem
of drift following voltage surges . The emitter
currents of each transistor pair are added across
res istors R1 \/R12 and R131R14 and flow in'o the
delay line. The delay-line terminations R16 and
R 16 have the drive voltage for the lollowlng staqe
impressed across them . Both currant cornpo
nents are taken via R17 to 'he + 15 V supply
rail. The latter also supplies other stages.

Capacnors C4 to C7 lif1the frequency response
above about 30 MHz . This affects the input
termination but this is of litt le consequence as the
hnes are terminated at their outputs and there
lore there is no return energy.

4.2. V-Final Amplifier

FollOWing two more stages 01 ditterannal arnpli
tication (not shown), the Y,slgnal is taken to
the final staps shown in fig. 4.2. Again. this
employs a cascode circuit but in 'his case, the
lower trans istors comprise three pairs (T5to TID).
These serve as a higher level ot lsolation lor the
emi\1er followers (T3IT4) . The form of current
divis ion has the advantage 01 increasing the
limit frequency above that offered by the pre
viOUsly described slage. Single iranststors with
'he necessary dissipation and limn frequencies
are also available but at a fairly high purchase
price.

The emitter circuit of the individual pairs are
comprehensively compensated in order to ensure
a flat trequency response over the desired fre
quency range of lhe instrument Inductors L, and
l 2have the effect of increasing the Iimi' frequency
from 130 MHz to 140 MHz. This is the stage which
has. in tact, the lowest bandwid1h since il has '0
provide sufficient ga in for the hlgh ·level output
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voltage. This means mat the 1<10 MHz band limit
can be achieved but at half the trace response .
At greater amplitudes. the rise lime begins to
deteriorate.

The ermner current 01 T5 to TIO .s taken to the
+ 15 V supply via the line driver (see lig. 4.1.) .
This double utilizat ion 01 energy. resulls in a
reduction In the unit's consumption and thereby
the linal·stage temperature .

The emitter lollowers T3 and T<I also drive a
circuillor the composillon of the Y-signal. Compo 
nents 01 and 02, C6 and R14. R12 and R13
serve to limit the current. The composition
component is taken to a comparator and then
on10a micro computer II can then. with the help
of a trigger status signal. provide a voltage for
the autornanc range-switching 01 the input
amplit ier .

The composite vatue reaches its highesl point
during the character display. as these are iocared
at the extreme upper edge of the CRT screen.
C6 and A14 are so chosen that this peak ,s
iruncateo balore the next line display and the true
Y-vatus is read by the controller.

5.
TRIGGER AMPLIFIER

The trigger amplifier schemauc is shown in
fig. 5.1. The lr igger bus is IIrsl taken to two low
capacity Reed relays which select the trigger
Ifank polarity. The signallhen splits into an HF
and a OC/lF-palh . Bolh paths are conceived as
differential amplifiers.

The HF·path comprises C1, C2 . the limit diodes
011004 , A910 R16. PI , C5 and ICI. and is acu
vateo with S2b. The Iast -acunq comparator IC 1
possesses two complementary ECl open emitter
cutputs which are shut-ott when the emitter
resistors R14 and R16 are taken to ground via
R15. Only when the bias lies at -5.2 V do the
output transistors conduct. The outpul transistors
are adjusted by R12 Irom (he oulput of the OC/lF
path which makes It partly dependent upon Ihe
setting of Ihe Irigger-Ievel pot-meter More on

thaI later . The zero points of both paths are
equalized by PI and R13 ,

The signal from the negated output is taken via
C5 10 a summation point Which Ihen represents
Ihe combined trigger signal . A signal tram the
non-negated output is taken 10the Villard doub ler ,
09 and 010. which, when correctly controlled
I>y ICl develops a 0.5 V potential across cs .
Transistor T1 is. in turn. blocked off and a signal
can be taken from its collector 10 indicate the
trigger state , Diodes 09 and 010 must be the
tast Schottky type, as the potential at the cathode
of 010 In Ihe quiescent slate can only be some
-0 6 V Trus can allow Tl 10conduct safely as il
is an old germanium type.

The OC/lF path comprises two op-arnps. the
first 01which 's connected as a differential arnpli
lier with a voltage gain ot 10. Switch S2a oeier
mines the coupling. AC or DC. to the follOWing
sraqe. The second stage has a gain 0' 10 also
but Ihe output signals are limited to 2 VfTiJ by
means 0' diodes 05 10 08. The pot. P2 and R6
control the Irigger-Ievel selting. The reference
voltage lor this path IS Urn = -1.4 V and at the
putout there is an ECl-compallble signal. This
is laken 10the summing pomt via R8and via C8to
the Villard doubler both having the same tunc
lions as previously described.

The correct signal control is only possible when ,
as in this case, the signals are in lhe specified
frequency range with equal amphtudes and
phases. The summation point also must be at a
high impedance in Ihis range . This ensures that
Signals in Ihe overlap range can be handled by
both paths in Ihe same fashion.

6.
TIME BASE

There are two lime bases provided. they operate
as tonows: -

TBI : Only lhe (irst time base is displayed
MIX: From a freely ssnabte pomt on Ihe X

posit ion. a second (faster) lime base
is mnlated: expanded trace
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SEARCH : The second lime base after its ini
tiation is given an intensive illumina
tion "bright-up" .

TB2: The "bright-up" conditions on TB2
occupy the whole of the trace.

The functioning ot both time bases is identical,
only their initiation is different. The horizontal
fly-back occurs if one ot the two time bases has
reached I1s end value.

6.1. TIme base 1

Fig, 6.1. shows the circuit schematic which
depicts the minor functions in block lorm. The
heart at the linear ramp is the switchable timing
capacitor Ct. The latter is charged via an ad
justable current source CS 1. It can be varied in
three ways: A calibration funct ion, a range control
in 1-2-5 switchable steps and a continuously
variable control tor the time base.

The decade selection is effecteOby the switching
of Ct with the open-collector outputs 01 the 7445
decoder , This eleganl remote-control solution
functions pertectly , discharging Ct by quiCkly
biasing the conducting transistor Irom Its active
condit ion. In order to ensure a complete dis
charge. however. the pause between every
second sweep - the "hold-off" time - is made
slightly longer. The stray (damagingl) capacity
01 all the outputs combined amounts to some
40 pF and is independent upon the saw-tooth
waveform voltage . The linearity is therelore
satisfactory , even at the highest sweep speeds.
The capacitor lor the highest sweep-speed range
is smaller than its reference value (100 pF) and
must be selected for the individual decoder in
use.

In order that the constant current source (CS1) is
not loaded excessively. the ramp IS buffered by
high impedance T3 and T4 in a Voltage follower
configuration, the offset of which is adjusted by
P1. This sets the output voltage on a reset time
base to zero.

The considerations to follow rely heavily upon
the timing diagram of fig. 6.2. for their explana 
tion. This diagram indicates numerically the
liming sequence.

A SchmitHrigger 1C4/2 IS activaled via D4, TS,
R7 and A8 as soon as the ramp at Ihe emitter 01
T4 has attained its linal value. The hold-off ca
pacitor Ch is discharged via D6 (1) and the trigger
IIip-lIop leI (2) is reset via T6, 1C4/1. IC4/3 and
the TIl-ECl level changer. This results in the
potential on T1 base being higher than at the
base 01 T2 (3).The discharqe current (determined
by R2) 01 Ct is considerably larger Ihan the
charge current from CS1 (4). The ny-back time is
accordingly , for a given Ct, always the same so
that the hold-off lime can be no smaller than
any decade diVision. Diode D3 limits the voltage
on Ct, following the discharge, to a definite start
value lor the ramp to maintain ,

When the voltage at the emitter of T4 falls be
cause Ct is discharging, a logic 1 (5) will occur
at the output of IC412, as soon as the discharge
state has reached a certain value. Ch is now
charged via SC2 and when the threshold of 1C4/1
has been exceeded, the reset pulse for the lr igger
flip·lIop is ended (6). The following sequence
of events depends upon 51 and the input "Trig .
verify ".

In position "norm" the left input 01 lhe AND-gate
is at logic 0 and there is therefore no set pulse at
the trigger flip-flop. II will only be set by a positive
lIank al the sync input which replaces the H
level at the D-input (7). As a consequence. T1 is
blocked and the ramp begins (8). If 51 is in
position "AUTO· and there is no trigger signat
(trig. verify ;: logic 1) the end of resel pulse 01
the S-input is acnvaled and the ramp starts again
Immediately. The sequence of events as in lhe
"norm" position can only occur when a lrigger
signal has been verified .

The voltage at Ihe collector of T2 is used during
lhe ascending ramp penod to control the fly-back
sampling circuil. Diode D5 monitors the output
voltage of time base 2. If this is in operation , the
flyback is init iated from that, it then reaches its
Iinal value much taster .

Diodes Dt and D2 serve the level shilting in order
that Tl, at the resetting of Ct. does not saturate
and so ensuring a prompt start of the ramp. C52
is variabte trorn zero 10 its end-value and the
hold-off time can thereby be extended indefi
nitely. This is very useful for (he display ot very
complicated signal sequences .
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Fig. 6.4.: TIming diagram for the various time base modes

6.2. Second Time Base

The circuit 01 fig. 5.3. shows that lor the produc
tion 01 the ramp, the output amplifier and the
reset mechanism, the same principles apply to
T62 as to T6 1. The current source in T62 can,
however. be switched-off. Il is first 01 all activated
when the voltage at the output of T81 exceeds
thaI at the wiper of P1. Transistor T1 then starts
conducting thus cunlng off T2. This can be used
for the brilliance controt of the CRT beam. The
maximum value of both time bases is lormed by
diodes D2 and D3 and this is used in the MIX·
mode for the horizontal sweep. Transistor T5
blanks T82 A lew Importanl polnts in the se
quence of the ramp timing is given in fig. 6.4.

The brilliance control, pulse B. is used lor the
"SEARCH-mode". AI the same time, Ihe T82
ramp goes from Zeroto ils endvalue.This may be
seen on the trace when TB1 ramp is cut short and
the presentation then ends at the right-hand
edge of the bright·up trace.

The wave form D shows that the Similarityof both
time bases Is achieved after a longer time lot-

lowing the start of T82 . The expanded portion
in the "MIX·mode " is therefore not identical with
the bright·up trace of the · SEARCH-mode".

6.3. X-Mode SWitching

The circuit schematic 01 fig. 6.5. shows the switch
51 which has one wafer. but carries oul all the
necessary switching functions to enable normal
operations (as described in chap. 6) to be
switchso over 10the'X!Y -rnode Tlus includes the
inlluence on the lime bases and Ihe brilliance
controi, but above all, the selection of the correct
signals for the X·final amplifier. At this stage,
the horizontal character components and the
external (EXT·X) are supenrnposed. Fig. 7.1.
shows the diode switch for this purpose. This
can switch signals up 10about 20 MHz in a lime
01 200 ns. This high-switching time is only neces
sary lor the display ot characters.

The current, controlled by R17. is laken via a
priority control (T2to 17) similar '0 that descnbed
in chap. 3. to one of six lines in each collector. It
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.15\1

Dr.

FIg. 6.5.: X·slgnal priority control and diode switch

divides between a left diode and a right diode. 09
and 015. The current through 015 is determined
by Al 0 and the current through 09 flows through
the low-resistance output of TB1. The currents
through the diodes are then unequal and de
pendent upon the input signal. Owing 10 the steep
transfer characteristics of (he diodes. no harrntul
non-linearity ef1eclsare evident. Also, the output
signal wave lorrn approximates very closely that
of Ihe Input signal.

Transistors rzro T4 controuhe T81, max (T81, 2)
and T82 signals but at low prionty. They are
controlled by the position of S1 via a diode logic
having an appropriately low base level. Diodes
05 and 07' form an OR·funct ion, D6and DBserve
to equalize the base potentlat for T3 and T4.
Diodes D1to D4 clamp the L-level to the contacts
of 51 at - 0.7 V in order to provide definite con
ditions tor the other cornro! functions.

ll-f7,etrSg

OT~C"f.11, r"'.P4/1

Sl:X-rrode :
Tal
Mix
search
Tal
x/ 'f

' - 1.3/ · 5 .2V

I"--- ·D.IV-5.5V
-.2.v . • .•v

US' Exl.Er>

Transistor TS is controlled by a level-delayed
ZlS ' signal from Ihe micro comroller. The H·
level. at - 2.1 V provides for Ihe next highest
priority - as in the Y-signal switching. The next
level IS achieved by Ihe selection ot XIY-mode
with 51 and T7. This switches ott the character
display. In this moce, the signal from the trigger·
bus is taken via the X-amplifier to 014 and on to
the X-final stage. It then lies at a point al the X
axis which has been selected by the channel
selection for the Y. as a trigger source. The X·
amplltier matches the scaling In the X- and y.
directions. The axts drives are. 01 course. dissiml
lar, because the CAT display area is not square.

The external XIY!Z'modes have priority above
all other scope-functions. It is activated with a
switching signal Irorn the EXT. XlYfZ terminal Ilia
T6. The EXT.-X signal is taken via a malching
network. Rl to R3. at Ihe correct working level
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Por mat of charactec d~ta :

PJ. 2 : charactor form~~jon top/below
Pl.) : b l d nk l nq pu lse

Ill' ae I ,

0/1' ee r.

P 1 I P 3

o t i 4 6 6 ° 1 ' 12 13 14 16 16 17
f.- a a a i n put i n f o rma tion

'- a , 1 output i n fo~mat lon

O'."'Cl" 1 1 0 hor .l'b. Iv chari H cnare ,

100m
"--v---'

word

2 0
\

numbel"

Fig. 7.2.: Dala format at P1 and P3

for the X·final amplif ier. Instead of using a ciode ,
the netwo rk ISbuHere(1by an emitter follower T 1.
The mput terminal EXT.-X. as also EXT.-Y. has
a deflection sansitrvity of 0.5 V/cm balanced
about ths zero po int.

In order to prevent the over-driving 01the X-final
amplifier in XIY ano In external operation, 021
and 022 have been provided

7.
MICRO CONTROLLER AND
CHARACTER GENERATOR

The micro controller 8051 has the job 01 reading
the keys . changing the measurement ranges and
the delivery 01the characters onto the screen. In
the AUTO-range mode. Il rnonnors Ihe IlIgger
and Y·signal for the range changing of the active
pra-arnphfier. Another circuit is responsible lor
the adjustment of the lime bases. It counts the
number of osc illat ions per sweep and retains
them . The AUTO-range mode IS only poss ible on
one channel and on one time base. as otherwise
there would be very large technical problems
to overcome. In add ition, the beam position would
have to be digitally controlled.

The circu« of the 6051 is shown In fIg . 7.1. P3
has the function of a oataous, PI has a control
function. There are 32 inputs and outputs ava il
able with the input multiplexer IC1 to 4 and the
output registers le7 to 10. Of these outputs.
4 x 4 are used for the pre-arnpliner range relays
and 2 x 5 tor (he control of the timing caoacuors
and the time ·ba se current source.
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The input- and output -power group selection IS

carried out by P1.0 and PLI . Pl .5 switches an
Input group 10 P3, Pl .6 initiates the writing into
an output register from P3 . Pl .4 delivers signal
srz and innlates thereby a switch-over into the
character display, In the horizontal axis. the
posiuons of 256 pixels are determined. The signal
for lhe X-axis is formed with a DAC, Ie11, and
matched in amplitUde and nulled in two op-arnps.

In the verncal axis , the individual characters
have only tour pixel posit ions which are controlled
by P3.3 and P3.4. Pt.2 delermines whether
above (range indicator pre-amp.) or below (range
indicator: time base) is disp layed. The generation
01 Ihe requ isite analogue signal is ach ieved with
T1 and Rllo R4. When Tl is blocked . there is a
PD ot 0.7 V across R1 which means that a sym
metri cal drive to the emitter is developed. The
V-components are also processed, in terms 01
both amplitude and sense, by means of two
operational amp lifiers .

The control oflCl1 and for the V-display compo
nent generator. at first seem to be somewhat
complicated but there is qu ile an elegant son
ware Implementation avai lab le. P1.5 gives a
blanking pulse which is used 10 make the tran
sistors between characters invisible on the
screen. The time available for a pixel is about
3 /JoS for a flicker-tree display, at a 50 Hz picture
rate. and the necessary relat ionship between
the time tor the characters and for the normal
scope display. All the components in the signal
path must ihsretore have a correspondingly
short decrement and the display sequence of Ihe
pixels so chosen that the smallest transitions
are required.

Figure 7_2. shows. aga inst the indicated hard 
ware. the resulting dala lormal at P3, dependent
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Fig . 7.3.: Flow diagram lor keyboard request, range chango and read-out of sw itch- and character field

upon Pl . To the right of the diagram. is 1he
formation olthe words and ligures from pixels . It
can be seen that during the character display. the
upper five bits from P3 represents the whole of
the Information lor a character The required short
pixel time can only be achieved by using a linear
command sequence . the pixel position being
Immediate data. Further switching 01 a figure
posnion is achieved in increments from P3 and in
a word posuion by increments from Pl .

7.1. Program Sequence In Normal Manual
Operation

In compiling the program Itmust be borne in mind
that the presentation 01 'he characters must be
equally disposed to one another irrespecnve 01
any other functions which are In progress . This is
achieved by tailoring Ihe delay lime-constants for
key debouncing etc wifh 20 rns display cycles. In
every cycle. the number of pixels necessary are

read oul (600 ~s max.) and inserted Into the
scope mode lor a period 0120 rns,The comroner
reads out only the measurement range 01 the
achvs channels or time bases, the others are
blanked.

For a minimum delay for the call-up of the charac
ter pixel chain . a byte is made available lor each
word 111 the so-called character l ield (CF). This
contains pre-arranged , (by suitable mask
programming) easily convert ible intorrnation.
Other criter ia are necessary lo r activation 01 the
range determ ining elements, lor Which, a
SWitching-field IS prepared. In this lield, single
bytes contain the nulls and ones which are
connected 1o the control lines. Upon range
changing. the switching-field is change and the
corresponding character /ield is formed by a
sub-routine .

Fig. 7.3. shows the flow diagram for a normal
function sequence.
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Fig. 7.4.: Flow diagramof AUTO-range operation

Contact de-bounclnq is carried out by a key buffer
which is shifted prior to every read-In. In this
manner, the old value may be directly comparee
10 the new one. When they are equal, the corre
sponding function is tnggered. First of all. the
key is checked lor correct operation of the AUTO
range function. if yes, the "AUTO flag" is set.
Afterwards. a check is made to see that only one
input and one time base has been activated
(AUTO plausible?), if not, the -AUTO flag" is
redundant

For the next step, the switching lield is up-dated
and read-out and the character field is formed.
Upon changing the switching field. the range
limits are monitored. especially time base 1 must
not be allowed to become faster than time base 2.
When they are equal, a lock-in of the second
time base is carned out - as normal with me
chanical pendants. In the switching lield. only
active channels or time bases are changed, the
over-lapping of the time bases is also prevented.

After these functions, the program runs in a
delay loop ot 32 read-out cycles where the next
key-board request is awaited. This is also the
time constant for the repeat function should the
key be constantly pressed. The update 01 TP. a
delay and a request 01 "AUTO flags· are 101
lowing. II deleted, the character field is reformed
and read out, This seems to be a little superfluous
bul it is necessary lor AUTO-range operation after
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the engagement of connector 2. Alter a further
read-auf cycle, the program returns to its starling
point,

7.2. Program Sequence In the AUTO-Range
Operation

In this operational condition the input amplifier
range is selected. Only then. il a valid trigger
signal is obtemed, the appropriate time base
is switched over. The design of 'he first function
posed some diffiCUlty in finding well defined
switching criteria. A transistory peak value, in
any direction. is relevant lor a maximum ampli
tude - stored in a capacnor. On the other hand.
lor the minimum amplitude, which is responsible
for the good visibility of the signal on the screen,
an AG-vollage amplitude must be measured, as
this alone, does not aHect the beam position.

To reanze both methods of measurements lor
'he specified bandwidth, seemed to be a little
100much. Therefore, for the minimum amplitude.
an available trigger signal was chosen as the
criterion. A trigger signal must be present, in
any case, lor the correct oscinauon count lor the
time-base switch-over II the trigger level is too
high, il can lead to iteration between the two
ranges.

Fig. 7.4. is a Row diagram which shows the
operation 01 the AUTO-range tuncnon. From
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POint 1. the inquiry for the trigger and Y-signal is
initialed. For a range aneranon, the routine "step
up pre-amp" (StUPVV) and "stepdown pre-amp"
(StOW) are relevant. They monitor the switching
lield. including the range moni/oring. After a
successful switch-over. a time delay of 0,2 s
is allowed whereby no characters will be dis
played. This is necessary in dunng the input
cycle count. This IS the "osc. counVsweep" point,
Here, and upon reaching the range limit. a con
tinuous blinking 01 the display is caused. The
tormauon 01 the character field and the character
readout and switching-field IS carried out In the
main loop aner a step back via point 2.

II a measurement range which fullills both crnsna
is found. the number 01 oscillallons per sweep is
read-In to the Variable N, N can accept values
up to 127. the highest bil serves as an over
range indicator and IS set, by the hardware, when
the oscillation counter has overflowed , This
enhanced measurement resolution is used In
order to save time during large range changes.

If Ct is decreased by a decade. the previously
active capacitor must get a certain charge in
order that Ihe pertaming open-collector output
is eltectively blocked (see cbapt. 6). In this
manner, the input-cycle process lasts lor a
mulliple of the sweep penod. It is then possible
to skip several ranges but dependent upon the
value of N whereby the input-cycle process must
be observed once only.

The chain of inquiries and range changes are
to be found in the lower left 01 the /low diagram.
The sub-routine "S/UPTBI" undertakes the
range switching. Afterwards . the character field
is formed and the switch lield read out. In order
to skip the input-cycle period and a new measure
ment period. the K·readout cycle commences
and a new sweep period results - K being the
value of the old timing capacitor's charge,

A range SWitching 10 the slower values is ini
tiated when lower than two oscillations are
Visible on the trace (N < 2?). In this case. Ihe
input-cycle value of the old capacitor may be
neglected as it is snorter than a new sweep. In
spite ollhis. in order to measure one cycle period.
11 must skip at least one sweep period, whereby
one appropriate variable K is formed and the
read-out cycle K must be nun through,

8.
CATHODE RAY TUBE ACTIVATION

The cathode ray lube (CAn used here is the
VALVO Ot 4-381GH which requires two acceier
ating potentials' a: From cathode 10 the deflection
plates 2200 V. b: From the cathode to screen a
turther 14300 V. The cathode and the Wehnel1
tube are at a potential of about -2200 V. In
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Fig-8.1.: Orlvlngthe Cathode Ray Tube [CRT)
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Fig. 9.1. : Power supply unl1

order to modulate the beam. the sIgnals lor the
brilliance control and blanking must be lranslated
to this region. They are then amplilied lor the
driving of the tube.

The blanking is carried out by increaSing the
cathode's potential and lhe brilliance control
by increasing the potential on the Wehneillube.
The signal path of the brilliance control Is con
sidered Ilrst of all in 11g. 8.1 .

The current from TB2 controls the fast opto
coupler IC2. lts open-collector output causes
a current through T3. via R7, when it is con
ducting. which. as in a cascade stage. is used lor
isolation purposes. There is then a PO across
R9which is taken to the Wehnelt lube via ZDl and
C4. Pl and the speed-up capacitor C5. The
potential across ZO, and the position of P1
determine the working point berween the Wehnell
tube and the cathode and there/ore the basic
brillianae of the CRT.

The base of T3 is held 0.7 V under the reference
potential by means of D3 and RS together with
02. The object is to prevent saturation and
thereby sharply decrease the swilch ing time.
The part 01 the circuit lor blanking is similar.

t74

except that the switching time must be ellen
laster , This IS accomplished by Increasing Ihe
control current by reducing the collector re
sistance 01 T2. The ermtter tonower Tl passes
this high current VIB R5. A speed-up capacitor
Cl lies across the opto-coupler ICl In order
that this has a sufficiently high signal voltage. the
level dlHerence is increased in the primary side
ollC1 with R1 and R2

The frequency over which Cl will be effeclive.
must be well over 'he 20 kHl switch ing of the
-2200 V supply in order that 'he residual AC
components do not become visible as brilliance
rnodutation, Even 2 Voo would cause this! It IS

for this reason 'hal a very last opto-coupter is
used here.

The other electrodes 01 the CRT are driven in a
lIery simple fashion. largely thanks to the in-built.
linely adjusted. correcting magnets . Only the
astigmatism and focus needed (0 be dealt wnh .
the latter only at high brilliances. The locusslng
IS achieved by an adjustable voltage diViderR10,
Rl1 and P2 across the -2200 V supply. The
astigmatism correction voltage is controlled by
P3 and taken from a 50 V supply which is lhe
rnid-ootantial belWeen the lour deflection plates.
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9.
POWER SUPPLY

The power supply is shown in fig. 9.1. and has
no vollage requlator, as such, lor Ihe higher volt
ages. It really comprises a series regulator which
produces a stable 265 VOC supply and a 101
lowing switched-mode supply.

The HV-Oarlington T2 is the ser ies-regulator
transistor, Its base is raised above the potential
on the current supply A1 to R3 and Tj , for as long
as the base 01 T3 takes to reach a value of 6.9 V
[vra A4, Pl and R5). Trans istor T1 then conducts
and sinks T3's base potent ia l via ZOl to lD5.
This old principle is only used here In a modified
form. using the zenersand selected transistors,
on account of the high voltages invo lved . The
comb inat ion of the B-E junction of T3 and the
6.2 V zener diode. results In an ideal temperature
compensation.

The currenl supply using Tl is necessary in
order to limit the power dissipation in the Z0 1 to
lOS diodes 10within the range of input voltages
In ouesuon. Reverse-connected diodes, 01 to
03, protect against back-EMFs which occur
during the oft- switching of the instrument.

The chopper funclions in a feedback circuit
principle utilizing T6. L2 and L3. A completely
freely-oscillaling feedback oscillator would
resul( (n an insufficient decay time due to storage
effects , thus endangering the transistor's SOAR
For this reason. a switch-off mechanism is
provided comprising Rl0, Rl1 and Thl which
rapidly conducts away Ihe base current 01 T6 as
soon as a certain emitter current has been
reached. This prevents the onset 01 saturation
and the circu it is lurther speeded by components
L3, A9, 06. and 07.

Diodes 05 and 06 prevent the saturation 01 T6 by
conducting when the collector potenllal falls
under 0.7 V thus diverting the base current via
06. Transistor T6 cannot 'hen be driven any
furthe r. Components 09, CS and A12 form a
lurther protect ion circuit: during the switch-ott
process, 09 conducts and current from L2
f1eelingly !lows through C5. During this lime.

the current from lhe storage capacitor flows
through T6 which, aga in, tends to considerably
lower the transistor's safe operafing area.

When T6 is cut off. the voltage across L2 rises
unlilthe onset 01 conduction of 04 . The relation
ship between the switch-on and the cut-off con
ditions is defined by the turns ratio 01 L1 10 L2.
This is so chosen that , wrth L4 and the cascade,
Ihe correct operating porentials lor the CRT are
obtained. Tbrs operaf ing condition for the line
transformer is only possible when tha mag
netizing energy during the conduction phase is
greater than that during the cut-off (energy to
load) phase , as only the charge on C4 IS avail
able. The residua l energy is taken to C3 which
holds the voltage for 'he next conduction phase.
Following the clearance 01 the magnetizing
energy from the line transformer, lhe voltage
suddenly taus and triggers off a new conduction
phase.

The circun comprising T4. T5. C4. R6 to R8 and
Z07 form an oscillation start ing circuit . When
the voltage across C4 is greater than 9.8 V, the
thyristor, formed Irom T5 and T4, fires and con 
ducts a short current pulse to the base of T6.

The secondary voltage is delivered by means
01 the transformer secondary WIndings; small
tertiary windings are also provided. The second
ary output voltage is SUfficiently stable, largely
due 10 the constant nature of the load (mainly
class-A stages) and lhe fixed voltage appl ied
across L1 and L2. The chopper circuit IS in·
herenlly free from overloading due to the moni 
toring funct ion of the current during every con
duC1ion phase of lhe switching transistor. The
SWitching frequency IS increased as Ihe load
increases until oscillation ceases due to m
sutncient feedback. This Ieature could be re
garded as a lile saver in the event of inadvertent
contact with Ihe HV·fine but the author decided
not to try iI out,

Only fhe 30 V output for the power driver stages,
al1er rectification and ""enng. is applied to a
series-pass trans istor and provided with a voltage
regulation circu it. The tinal ampl ifier inputs are
l illBO with push-bunon actuated zener diodes
which lirrut the ampliltcahon and so provide a
beam-find faCility. The outer winding 01 the line
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Fig. 10.1.:
Side vIew of
instrument without
plug·in unll

transformer is occupied by l7 which ISthe supply
to the brilliance amplifier. This must be insulated
to at least 2500 V with respect to the transformer
co re.

10.
MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION

The chass is Is constructed largely from lour
sections of metal -plate as may be seen from
the photograph in flg_10.1. The material is serm
hard. 1.5 rnrn aluminium which is easily bent,
drilled and cut. The rear part of the chassis
conta ins the power supply which is normally
covered by a U-shaped protection plate. The
rear wall has been pal1ially removed tor bener
viewing . The main transformer can be seen In the
lower section and above it the HV-cascade.

The leads from 'he HV and mains components
(mains onloff, tocus and brilliance controls)
are taken vla plastic supports which can be seen
behind Ihe CRT . The horizontal members at Ihe
chassis are made trom angle section which are
mounted on the chassis and the side walls are
slid into them.

On the middle dec k. beneath the CRT. ISmounted
Ihe main PCB contain ing the circuus lor 'he hne
drivers. the channel selectors, the trigger selec
tors. 'he pnority con trol, the final stages . the
trigger- and X·ampllfiers, the tflgger f1ip-liop
and the counter for the oscillator sweep . Under
irus deck is localed a PCB which contains ClrCUI'S
for lhe micro controller. the beam selector logic
and a lew auxil iary circuits, such as the calibrat ion
gene rator etc. On the right 01 the CRT . a PCB
containing a time base is mounted verticelly.

In the space under the centre deck, the plug-In
uni1 raits can be seen togethe r With the apper
taining plugs and bus leads . Behind them IS a
space lor 'he V-delay line. The deck ISt -shaped
on the front side and supports the operannq
components. For ttus reason it has been sei back
by 10 mm from the Iront panel. This IS also the
case for the pre-amplifiers and the control
board elements and provides the means lor an
convenient termination for the control knobs
(from an appearance POint of view) on the front
panel.

To round oH lhe illustrations. figs. 10.2. and
10.3. show photographs of Ihe main board and
components as well as 'he mechan ical arrange 
rnsnts of a pra-arnpmier plug· ln unit. II can be
seen that the track side of the board is uppermost
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Fig, 10.2.:
Top view of meln
component board

and Ihe components are soldered direclly on 10
them. This could be very well accomplished with
SMD ·techn ology components. The under side of
the board IS a conunuous ground -plane . con
nect ions 10 which must be by dnllings . Prom inent
on the board can be seen while stnps [typewnter
correction tape). These serve as insulat ion
spacers for screen prates which are normally
tined. The laner IS needed not so much lor
reasons 01 stabil ity, but for mutual cross-talk
affecting low-level signals.

The RF eharactenstics 01 Ihis arrangement are
per1eclly sauslactory, In order Ihat the PCB
tracks are not lorn out. only very small connector
pins are used which are inserted Ina conventional
fashion II could be wondered why this lorm 01
consrrucnon IS not employed more Irequenlly
by amateur constructors. as 'he need 10drill the
board is minimized and the mechanical stability
IS adequate for mOSI purposes. It only needs to
be provided lor . prior to the exposure phase of
Ihe PCB's manufacture .

FIg, 10.3.:
View of a pre-amplifier
plug-In unit



11.
PROSPECTS

He. who, atter following the foregoing description.
has an rnclination to butld this instrument , can
obtain all the necessary mechanical drawings,
layouts, componenl plans. setting-up instruc
tions. component specifications and acquisition
sources. EPROM·hexdump etc . all with further
photographs. trom the author, via the publishers,
for OM 30. Prospective constructors should
practice a litt'e metal work and possess some
HF-construcllonal experience but it is anticipated
that readers of Ihis periodical wil l find no dif1iculty
in Ihese respects.

Owing to the predominantly HF·nalure of the
circuits. the construction has tended to err on
the side of stability. Also . the components have
been selected for their general availability as
well as for the ir electronic suitability. Untonu
nately this could not apply to the double-FETs

VHF COMMUNICATIONS 3190

required for the pre-arnptifiers as they are
defmitely not available on lhe hobby market.
The total price of the project depends largely upon
the components available but it will not be less
than OM 1500, of which OM 800 is reserved for
the CRT (wilh screen) alone. This pnca, in view
of the per1ormance, must be regarded as very
reasonable.

Perhaps constructional articles. or suggestions.
will appear from the readership upon how the
range 01 plug· in units can be extended 10 cover
a wider variety 01 measurement? The author will
find them very welcome.

12.
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DSP? DSPI
• Would you like to see weather pictures from METEOSAT, NOAA, METEOR in high reso 

lution?

.. Would you like to see METEOSAT pictures presented to show dynamic weather develop-
ments in slow-motion form?

• Would you like to subsequently enlarge the pictures and/or to give them more contrast?

The YT3MV OSP Computer offers all this with Its software WEFAX, APT, TRACK,
SATVIEWI

• Would you like to read the telemetry and taka part in Satellite Communication?

• Or would you like to experiment in modern modulation techniques?

This Is also possible with the DSP Computer using the software AX25, MAX25, RTTY,
BPSK 400, PSK 1200 and FFTI

New software is continually being developed and it is nolcopy-protected. All data is received as
,EXE and .SRC in order lhat you can carry-out your own modifications and further develop
ments .

Open the door to the future: to Digital Signal Processing (DSP)!
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Angel Vilaseca, HB 9 SL V

Microwave Lens Antennas

In order that directivity may be enhanced
In the THz range 01 frequencies, I.e. Ilghtl,
two properties are u88d most frequently.
These are rsflectlon, aa from the sur1ace of a
mirror, and refraction, as In a refractor tele
scope lena. The basic differences In the two
propertlea are shown clearly In figure 1. In the
microwave range, by far the most common
concentration technlquBa use the properties
01 reflection, but there Is no reason why
refraction cannot be used just In the 88me
manner as It Is In optics.

1.
SOME BASIC OPTICS

The phenomenon that Is usually associated
with the property of refraction is caused by the
dispersal of electromagnetic waves through
media possess ing differing densities and mere
fore at different speeds , In vacuum, the speed
of an EM-wave is 300 )( 106 m/s and through
air It is almost same. In other dielectrics, such
as optical glass. the speed of light Is very much
smaller than through air and vacuum and the
same applies to dielectrics such as plastics ,
ceramics, wru etc. All materials have their own
characteristic relative permittivitles whIch directly
affects the speed of light passing through them.
Tabla 1 gives a few examples at the relallva
permittivilies E, of a law common materials :

- -=

\-:==---~-""=--,,.....o::: _

FIg. 1: Concerrtllltion through ",nec:tlon In 8 mirror
andthrough refraction In , lena

Air 1
Polystyrene foam 1

PTFE (Teflon) 2
Wax 2.2
Glass 2 - 5
Ceramic 4.4
Crystal 4.5
Mica 8

Table 1: Relative permittivity of Bome materiel,
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Fig . 2.: Every electro magnetic take!' the path having
the ehortest transit time

When a wave passes irorn point A to poinl B
Ihrough two mediums having di"erlng retracnve
indexes (fig. 2), itwill always lake the path which
gives it Ihe shortest transit lime. " then, Ihe
propagation time through medium 2 is smaller
than that through medium 1 (fig. 2a). the path
lenglh through Ihe medium 2 is minimized. This
could be lhe case il one medium 1 were air and
Ihe oiher medium were, say, glass. It, on the
other hand. medium (1) were glass and medium
(2) were air, as in (fig. 2b) , then the EM-wave
would be propagated largely through air as it
would then be faster.

II is analogous with a situat ion where one wanted
10 go from a point A to a point B in the shortest
possible time, and thai medium t is solid ground
and medium 2 Is water . As one can (normally)
walk taster than one can swim, Ihen the route
shown in (fig. 2a) would be Iraversed . II the
positions of ground and water were transposed,
route 2b would be the natural course to follow.

It could be asked at Ihis slage: why then can"
optical lenses be made from wax or ceramic?
The answer Is. Ihat these two materials are
Impervious 10 light. i.e, lhey have high losses
al this wavelength. But what goes for lighl wave
lenglhs does not necessarily apply to other
wavelengths . Both way. and ceramic are excellent
for wavelengths corresponding to 10 GHz. Un
Iortunately. these two materials are not very good
to work wnh and would be very unpracticable as
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materials for an amateur lens. A better material
is polystyrene loam which is very easy to work
with and exhibits very low losses. As "sods law"
would have it, however, this material has a
relative permittivity (e.) very close to that 01 air
since it is very largely composed 01 air. This rules
it out for 10 GHz work since a small diameter
polystyrene lens would have no influence on the
microwaves passing through it. The transit lime
has not been appreciably altered.

2.
METAL-PLATE LENSES

There Is a practical means for radio amateurs to
fabricate microwave lenses . This makes use
of the "metal-plate lens". This is made from this
metal plates, cut to a predetermined torrn. and
then placed in parallel juxtaposition at a constant
distance !rom each other. The lens shown in
("g. 3) is a possible configuration and Is known
as the planar-concave lens because the virtual
outline surface 01 the combined metal plates is
plane on Ihe rear side and concave on Ihe Iront
side as in (fig. 4).

It is nevertheless a spherical lens since the front
face is (almost) a spheroid. Actually , this is an
over-simplification as it must be an exact hyper
boloid in order that it can focus the incoming
EM-wave 10 a single point. The difference be
tween the two forms is very small when lhe
diameter of the lens is large in terms of a wav&
length. The lens is easier to make if the surface
is spherical and il made large enough . it will focus
Ihe EM-wave to a point. That is, parallel rays from
an extremely distant point source will be con
verted Into a point source and also the reverse is
true, a point source at the local point will be con
verted to parallel rays of energy.

As may be further seen in figure 3. every plate
has its own individual form and size from that of its
neighbour. If all plates were identical, lhen the
resull would be a planar-coneave cylindrical
lens (figs. 5 and 6). In this case, the Iront surface
of the lens IS a segment of a cylinder and the
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fRaNl VIEIJ

Fig.3: Threeviews 01 a spherical m9lal-plate lens

IIlJ:] I IIlUll lh lckn~ ss

( ~S 'O'l':'!1 1 as
~CIlilr. I Cd ) stre rgtn
per llli ts)

Fig. 4: Form of lin elemenUlI metal plate. The focus
of radius Is not n9C8'Ulllrily coincident with
lens focus point.

locus is a line parallel to the line that joins all
curve centre points .

The lenses shown in figs. 5 and 6 are not equiv
alent: their insertion loss Is dependent upon the
polarizat ion 01 the Incident wave - it is at a
minimum when the polarization is parallel 10the
plates.

These metal-plate lenses are known as aeealara
tlon lenses and represent a basic difference
to the classical oielectnc lens 01 the stamp
collector's magnifying glass which delays Ihe
incident light waves. When the waves are dis
tributed between the metal elements of a plate
lens. they are actually accelerated. 01 course, this
explanation is necessarily simpl\fied in order
to make the comprehension a little easier as it
is known. from the theory 01 relativity . that nothIng
travels faster lhan the speed of light.

Following this reasoning, it can be seen that plate
lenses have a reversed effect upon waves than
thaI of the dielectric lenses . This means that a
concave plate lens has a converging effect and a
convex plate lens has a diverging effect. In fig. 7.
the lens types are shown together lor purposes
01 contrast.

front viQIJ

lateral vi~

=::=e:::::: ..

Obl i que
view

ro t v iew

---
lateral VltHJ

FIg.5: Threeviews of a planar-concave, cylindrical
metal-plate,venlcally-polarUed lens.

Fig. 6: Threeviews of a plenar-ecneave, cylindrical
metal-plate, horizontally-polarized lens.
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COI'CclVt' l~ns : divergent lens

COI'Cd'<'e I ens =convergent lens

CC(\VilX lens = collleraenl hIlS

IXlIlveJ lens = dlYElrgenl lens
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Fig. 7:
Above :dlelec1rlc lenee,
(Mdelay~en8·).

Centnl : metal-plBte lenll
(~.ooelera'ion-Ien.·)_

Below: opt ical centres,
F =' Focus length

ffi = I) 'T!CAL IH Ii..J.

A wave which is dislribuled Irom Ihe locus point
In a ball-shaped wave. becomes a planar wave
when il has encounlered a spherical con cave
metal-plate lens (fig. 7e). That would be the
case lor transmission of a wave. II. on 'he other
hand . a planar wave is intercepted by this lens.
it Is translormed into a spherical wave and
concentraled at the local point 01 the lens . This
is the case lor Ihe reception of a wave.

It will be noticed 'hat the lens effect is independent
upon direction Irom which the wave arrives - see
flgure 7e: in both lelt-hand diagrams the same
lens Is depicted. one with the waves arriving lrom
the concave sIde and the olher w~h the waves
com ing from the convex side . The points at which
Ihe waves are concentrated - the locus - is
always at the same distance Irorn Ihe optical
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centre. The optical centre is an important point
because the focal length Is measured trom here.

It can be seen In fig . 7e thal the optical centre
lies on the optical axis - namely in the middle
01 surfaces of Ihe two lenses. assuming the
lenses are symmelrica\ (bi-concave or bl-con
vex). With an unsymmetrical lens (plane concave
or plane convex). however. the optical centre
lies on the optical axis near the lens but the
exact location must be determined experimen
tally.

II the local point is measured from the optical
centre and not from the surface of Ihe lens , then
it will be found 10be equal on both sides of the
lens . The Ihree lenses depleted in fig. 79 have
the same local length and can therelore be con
sidered 10be equivalent.
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FIg.a:
Enhancing the directivity
of samail hom by using a
len$. The divergent beam
from the horn Is focussed
by a suitably platl8d lens.

<,

PLRNE WRVEFRONT

LENS FOCA prj INT

F'HMS:: LE.lS

The same occurs, incidently , with the concave
paraboloid only the waves do not pass through
the lens but are reflected Irom it.

As possible applications for microwave plate
lenses, the following are offered : -

• Increase Ihe direc1ivity. and theretors the
gain, of a small antenna e.g. a hom, without
much of an increase in its overall dimensions
(fig. 8).

• Optimizing the illumination of any given
parabolic reflector and radiator which would
otherwise be Incompatible with each other
(lig. 9). This should be of interest to radio
amateurs as they often use surplus feed horns
and/or parabolic reflectors .A plate lens is much
easier 10 fabricate than a cassegraln sub-re
lIeclor to serve the same purpose.

divergent

opti mal
I I luu nat ion
of peraoot e

Flg.9 1I:Optimizing the illumination 01 B parabolic
rellector by the use DI a horn lena.

3.
DIMENSIONING A METAL-PLATE
LENS

A lens is characterised by the following dimen
sions:

1) The tocallength
2) The diameter (aperture)
3) The insertion loss

opt imal
I ll uminat ion
of pareto Ie

Fig. 9 b:Optlmlzlng the lIlumlnlltlon of a parabolic
reflector by convergln!ilthe radiation by
~n. of the lena In order to mInimize
aITav radlaUon.
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a) !ens as a radome
f\

calion 01 amateur nom- parabolic antennas IS
somewhat dlff lcull (5) as the parabolic elemental
segments must be Quite accurate.

FIg. 10: Three methods 01 Improving the dlrecllvlty
of 8 horn antenna:
8) lens lorms a radome
b) parabolic horn (hoghom)
c) "flyswaner" antenna

3.1. The Insertion Loss

This depends upon Ihree parameters:

a) The angle between the wave 's polar ization in
Ihe E-plane and the metal plates. The insertion
loss is at a minimum when the E-plane lies
parallel to the plates.

b) The thickness of the lens

c) The materials used in the construction.

The insertion loss IS one of the reasons why
this type of lens linds Iitlle use In commercial
practice. In order to increase the direclivity and
the gain of horn antennas. there are several
possibilities which may be considered. The lens
could be located In front 01 the horn (fig. lOa)
with a consequent increase in the insertion loss .
Alternatively. a hog -horn antenna could be used
(fig. 10b) . This is a combination of a horn and
a parabolic reflector which IS often emp loyed
lor terrestrial radio links. The lIyswaner antenna
(fig. 10c) is also In common use .

Another important point concerns both the horn
and the reflector (planar or parabolic); they are
Inherently broad -banded whereas the charac 
teristics 01 lenses are essentially Irequency
dependent Since radio amateurs are usually
interested in small frequency ranges . thiS polnt
is of little consequence. In acdnion, the labn-
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(t)

3.2 . The Lens Aperture

Ttns ISthe same dimension as for the cornbmanon
01 both feed horn and lens. and it IS that (or
slightly larger) oltha horn aperture.

A good method IS 10 comb ine the lens with Ihe
horn as shown in fig. •Oa. The local point must lie
on the phase centre of the horn - the latte r
being approximately in the (virtual) apex of the
pyramid. In Ihis case. the spherical wave will
be retracrso by the tens into a plane wave with
the focus point being at an infinite distance 
its centre being that of the phase centre 01 the
horn.

In Ihe configuration shown In f ig. 11. the lens
serves also as a radome - the space between
the lens elements being filled by a material
having a low relative permll1lvity E, and low loss.
such as polystyrene foam . Thrs keeps Il1e
weather from the horn and Ihe wave -guide corn
ponents - a most useful characteristic. It will
be remembered 1l1al polystyrene toam does not
change the characteristics of the lens .

where.

A = tree-space wavelength
d = distance between plates

n = V,- (~)'
2d

3.3, The Focal Length

By the he lp 01a lil11e mathernaucs, Ihe local length
can be determined. As wl1h every lens. the
focal length ot Ihe rnetat -p'ate lens depenos
upon :

a) The refractive index
b) The curve radius of both trent and rear lens

surface

The refractive Index n IS calculated acco rding
/0 torrnula (t)

lyswa erc)LJ ) hoghor n



Now that the refract ive index of the lens is known ,
the focal length can be calculated using formula
(4) :

VHF COMMUNICATIONS 3/90

1 1
(n - 1) . (R1 + R2 ) (4)

(2)

(3)

Rg . ,, : A physical combination of hom and lena

II can be seen from the formula , that the refractive
index n for microwave plate lenses (i.e. ac
celeration lens) are always smaller than unity.
Dielectr ic lenses . on the other hand. always
possess refractive indexes which are greater
than one.

Further intereslJng relationships are as follows:

where,

£., = Permittivity of a vacuum
= 8.859 x 10-.2 Farads per metre

e -= Absolule permittivity of the med ium in
Question

e, = Relative permll1lvity (as in table 1)

Furthermore :

n = clvo

where.

c = velocity 01 light in a vacuum (300 x 106 rn/s)

"0 = velocity of light In the refractive medium in
Question

Table 2 gives examples of refractive indexes
01 rnetal-plats lenses for three frequencies
corresponding 10the 3 em amateur band and tive
differing spacings d between two plates.

where .

I = focal length
n = refract ive index
R, and R2 = CUNe radii of the front or rear sur

laces of the lens . A convex surface
is expressed by A > 0, a concave
surface by A < 0

The fact that the surlaces are described with
curved radii means that they are spheroids
whereas a perfect lens would have hyperboloid
surfaces. According 10(1). Ihey could be provided
with one spherical and one hyperbolic surface. In
any case. Ihe spheroid represents an approxi·
mallon which is sufficiently accurate where the
radius is no1 too small. Sphero id lenses arB
easier both to calculate and 10fabricate.

Turning again to formula (4) : Assuming that one
of the lens surfaces is lIal, R2 would represent
an infinite radius , Formula (4) may be simplified
as/ollows:

1 n - 1

f A1

there/ore

Rl
f ""

n - I

therefore

R1=l(n-l) (5)

Frequency 10.0 GHz 10.25 GHz 10.5GHz

d = 18 mm n -= 0.55 n =0.58 n =0.61
d =19 mm n = 0.61 n = 0 .64 n =0.66
d = 20mm n = 0.66 n = 0.68 n =0 .70
d = 23mm n = 0.75 n = 0.77 n = 0.78
d =25mm n = 0.80 n = 0.81 n = 0.82

TBble2

II it Is assumed, on the olher hand, thaI both
surfaces are identical and having Ihe same
radius. as lor example , in a bt-concavs lens,
formula (4) may be simplified as follows :

Rl

2(n - 1)
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In order to rnanutactura lenses 10 predetermined
charactenstics. it is recommended to assume
a plate spacing of between 19 mm and 25 mm for
lhe :3 cm band. This entails refract ive indexes
of between 0.61 and 0.80. For the other micro
wave bands, the spacings can be calculated
from formula (1). As it maybe seen.me refraction
of the lens is inversely proportional to the spacing
of the plates. For a given focal length, a relatively
large lens radius will have to be given in order
that its construction is rendered easier. It must
always be remembered. however, Ihat the re
fractive index must be held within the given
boundaries.

therefore,

Rl =2f(n-l) (6)

h)
Fig. 1J: Three methods of achIevIng directivIty by

means of a lens

Fig. 12: Hom dimensions for calculation In 8K8mple

l 35 mrn

4.
EXAMPLES

lally, as shown in fig. 6. The matal plates are
rectangular in form for ease 01 manufacture 
easier than those of figs 3 or 5 for example ,

It is possible to Increase lhe direc1ivity (gain) in
eilher the horizontal plane or the vertical plane by
using cylindrical lenses . as in figs, 13& or 13b.
The directivity may be increased in both planes by
Ihe use 01a spherical lens as in flg , 13c.

The cylindrical lens of fig . 13a is now considered
for the first example as this Is easier 10 fabricate
than Ihe spherical lens. In the horizontal plane,
the lobe is not concentrated and therefore the
gain will be lower lhan with a sphe rical lens, but
stili higher than that wrth the hom alone. In
practical transmit operation, this may be advanta
geous as alilhe other stations will be on or over
the horizon thus making the operational align
ment of the antenna less critical. In this arrange
ment. the valuable microwave energy, which was
uselessly radiated into the ground or into the
sky, is now concentrated onto the horizon .

The required focal length must now be deter
mined. The phase centre oi the horn can be
determined in a dimensional draw ing: It is ap
proximately 170 mm away from the aperture .
Since the lens will be a lew centimetres thick,
and the focallenglh is measured from the optical
focal point. which lies somewhere inside Ihe
lens and on lhe opncal axis , 30 mm must be
added to the 170 mm : a lens of 200 mm local
length Is required.

56 mm

In order to increase Ihe gain of any given horn
antenna, a match ing plate lens is 10 be con
structed. The:3 em horn antenna has an aperture
of 78 mm x 56 mm and a length of 135 mm
(fig , 12),

As usual, the horn should be operated in the
hodzontal plane . For lhe minimum insertio n
loss. the plates of the lens are mounted horizon-
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hor n
aper ture

1

4
horn
aper lure

FIg. 14: Lens made with 20 mm thick expanded
po Ivstyrene

The lens is made from rectangular plates ot
aluminium kitchen foil which is about the thinnest
metal fol/ available. The thinner the plates. the
less the obstruction they offer to the passage 01
the microwaves so that the insertion loss is mini 
mized. For mechanical slabllization, the spaces
between the toi ls are lilled with polystyrene
naat-msutatmq sheets and glued together. ThIS
material is easily obtainable in thicknesses 01
20 mm. does not refract microwaves and has
little attenuation . The adhesive at 10 GHz .
however. can be very lossy and so as linle as
poss ible should be used - just enough to keep
the assembly in one piece. A glue which does
nOl dissolve polystyrene loam shou ld. 01course.
be used .

From formula (1) . a refract ive index of 0.690
can be obtained at 10.368 GHz for this lens.

The radius of the concave surface of the lens
is from formula (5). 62 mm.

The plate widths are:

Nos 1 and 7: 58 mm
Nos , 2 and 6: 22 mm
Nos . 3 and 5: 10 mm
No.4: 7 mm

The length of the metal plates should be 120 mm
or more ,

Six polystyrene sheets of dimension 65 mm x
120 mm x 20 mm are now requ ired .

Fig. 15: Lens made with 18 mm thick expllnoocs
polystyrene

Figure 14 shows the lens . Only the bold hori
zontal lines of the draWing represent the metal
foil plates.

lithe curve radius appears to be somewhat small .
the 18 mm thic k polystyrene sheeting should be
tried: the refractive index at 10.36B GHz then
becomes 0.595 and the radius 81 mm The plate
widths then become:

Nos . 1 and 7: 31 mm
Nos . 2 and 6: 19 mm
Nos . 3 and 5: 12 mm
No.4: 10mm

The six oolystyrans sheets are dimensioned
3S mm x 110 mm x 18 mm. This lens is shown
in fig. 15 and with the small plate spac ings.
the lens refracts more strongly so that the radius
is mcreaseo and lhe lens becomes thinner.

What should be done now if the radius still
appears to be too small ? The plates cannot be
arranged \.0 be any tighter because the minimum
recommended refractive index of 0.6 has already
been reached .

The lens can be made wilh a larger radius 11 il
is bi-concave in construction. II both surfaces
have the same radius. the previously calculated
radius from formula (6) must merely be multiplied
by two: that resu lts. Using 20 rnrn polystyrene, In
124 mm and the plate width then becomes
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400 Inm
0:] - - - - - - - - - - -----'=

FIg. 17: A 400 mm focal length lens
Fig. 16: BI-ilOncaV8metal-plate Ions:

Redll '" 124 mm. Plate spacing -= 20 mm

Nos. 1 and 7: 40.5 mm
Nos. 2 and 6: 23.5 mm
Nos. 3 and 5: 13 mm
No.4: 9 mm

The lens is depic1ed in fig. 16,

II 18 mm polystyrene is used. the radius 01both
concave surfaces becomes 162 mm.

Should even Ihis rastus be too small. a larger
Iocal lenqth will have to be accepted in order ihat
il can be enlarged. For example 400 mm. Using
torrnuta (6). lor refractive index 01 0.690. a
radius lor both lens surfaces of 248 mm Is ob
tained (20 mm polystyrene sheeling). This lens
is shown in fig. 17 where it can be seen thal the
aperture 01 the lens has been doubled. This
influences all microwaves emanating Irom the
horn (or into il ). This lens is rather thick.

II a small focal lenglh together with a Ihln lens is
required . a multl·lens system can be adopted as
shown in fig. 18. The total local lenglh I is cal
culated according to lormula (7) from the local
lenglhs 01the individual lenses. 11.12....ln:

lit = lltl + 1/12 + llt3 + ". llln (7)

If it is desired that the radiation is beamed In both
planes and the gain is then maximized. A bi
concave spherical lens as shown in fig. 13c can
be used. The melal plates must then have a
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FIg. 18: VorlouBlen, combinations

spacing of 20 rnrn, a loeallength 01200 mm and
have a form as depicted in fig. 19. This is the
bi-concave-spherical version of the bi-concave
cylindrical lens as shown in fig. 1G.

When commissioning this combination 01 leed
horn and lens, only the distance between the horn
aperture and lens needs to be adjusted. The
nighest gain Is achieved when 'he focal point
of the lens is coincident with the phase centre
01the horn .

For 24 GHz, 10 mm thick polystyrene sheets
can be used as distance spacers between Ihe
aluminium plates. In this case. the refractive
index would amount to approximately 0.78 (It IS

frequency dependenll).

Alter these many theoretical considerations, I
have resolved to commence the construction and
testing of a metal-plate lens. logether with other
local amateurs. without delay. The results will be
published as soon as lhey become available . I
hope that many readers will lind the inspiration
to bUild and experiment with this torrn of antenna !
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-;,TRIP ~ Fig. 19:
A spherical convergent
metal-plate lens (SC8le2 : 1)

7
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Andreas Schaumburg, DF 1 ZW and Or. Jochen Jirmenn, 08 1 NV

Practical Tips for the Amateur
Spectrum Analyzer

This article will set down some hInts and tips,
tor the benefit of prospective constructors,
based upon a lew practical experiences In the
construction 01 the amateur spectrum ana
lyzer. DF7ZWhas successfully completed two
01 these instruments and has spoken to two
other constructors of this project. The mate
rial has been collected for the magaxlne so
that It can be presented in a comprehensive
article.

First . a bnef idenlification of Ihe publications
carrying the relevant articles - they should be
studied carefully:

VHF COMMUNICATIONS editions 3 and 4/87
as well as 3/89 and 1/90 .

1.
HFflF MODULE DB 1 NV 006

It ISeasy to forget thai pin 5 ol the IF-Ie TDA 1576
should be taken to ground'

The frequency response of the analyzer is im
proved if a 3 dB pad (exact value uncritical) IS
placed between the ring rmxsr 11 and 'he pre
selector (see part 3b) . This frequency response
is gained. however, at the expense of a 3 dB
loss in sensitivity but the mixer is better termi
nated.

The Neosid Inductor type 0051 -4831 IS very
SUitable for the oscillatory Circuit of the 2nd LO
(L21 bUl nmust be lilted With a brass slug , On no
account should a ferrile one be used.

2_
LOfPLL MODULE DB 1 NV 007

Although it was ment ioned that the supply voltage
lor this unit should be highly stable , this In tact,
was not provided, II can be rendered more stable
in Ihe area where it counts by including a tnter
unit In the supply line 10 Ihe veo . This consists
of a RC-network of 270 resistor and a 220 J1.F
capacnor. Il Willensure that the noise produced by
the 15 V regula lor chip is consoerabiv reduced
Ihereby making ths veo noise mcdulatron
smaller. This will have a posmvs effect upon the
narrow-band resolution of the analyzer The
modilication will aHectlhe 2nd LO on PCB 006 .

Betore Inslalling the reed relay. check its Pln-OUI
- the one DF7ZW installed had to be turned
through t 80" in order to suit the board connec
tions .

The resistance between the pin " filter in" and
transistor 17 is shown with the wrong value on the
component layout plan 007 . The correct value
should be 47 n. DF7ZW used 27 n in order 10
ensure a posit ive SWitching.
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The capacitive part 01 the tuning voltage luter
cornpnsmq a 10 j.LF and a 10 kll resistor. should
be a 1011 capacitor. Allhough DB 1NV has ex
perienced no problems with high-grade tantalums
or elecirolvncs, DF7'Z'N has nouced frequency
instability caused by Ihe temperature dependent.
high · leakage current through these types 01
capacitor. Using a 1 j.LF loil capacitor will ensure
that the Pll stays lor hours on the same fre
quency setecnon.

The coupling 01 the frequency divider 12 (SDA
4211) should, ,n general, be as loose as possible
otherwise the divider ouipunrequency will qennto
the VCO and cause spurs at Intervals 01 a lew
rneqahertz . The spectral purity 01the VCO Should
be checked with another spectrum analyzer when
selling up and commissioning the instrument.

The b,-stable 16 (V, 74lS221) in the control loop
can be the cause of some non-linearity in the
tuning characterisnc. In particular. some ex
amples trorn Fuj itsu display this effect. It can
be readily seen with a marker generator. Ex
amples Irom Motorola were lound to be the best
In this respect 74HC-types seem to be better
for the linearity but have the disadvantage of
producing more noise making the VCO noise
pedestal , In ns Iree-working condition, much
higher.

3.
CRYSTAL FILTER MODULE
DB 1 NV 008

Perhaps this may be cons idered as an excep
nonai piece 01 bad luck. but in Ihe locality of
DF7ZF (Frank1urt) Ihere are many high-power
broadcast stations

The problem occurs when the filler is switched
in. there was a rather SUSpiCIOUS noise at a level
01 -50 dB reI. lull signal display. The cause
turned out to be dln~cl radrauon Irom a snort
wave broadcast station at about 8 to 10 MHz into
the logarithmiC voltage detector, 13 (TDA 1576) .
This detected the Signal which then appeared as
norse. The remedy was found to be the inclusron
of 33 /1HRFCs In all the supply lines to the module

together with 100 nF ceramic. multi -layer, by
pass capacitors.

4.
CONTROL MODULE DB 1 NV 009

Both Inputs 01 the op-arnp 13 (741) are inter
changed on the board. Pin 2 and pin 3 rnosubere
fore be crossed over by the use 01 wire bridges .

5.
GENERAL

II one ISable to ignore the cost element , both in
terms of time and money. and successfully
completes this prOjeC1 . lhen a really outstanding
test instrument will be obtained. DF7ZW used a
Hewlen Packard spectrum analyzer (8SS4b)
plug·in for tus work on the project. Naturally.
II cannot be claimed that the subjeC1 Instrument
is the equal of the protessronat equipment but
In terms ot cost ellecllveness and pride 01
achievement in its construction. the odds begin
to even up.

The sensitivity 01 the authors instrumenl is
-20 dBm for lull deflection. The dynamic range,
measured with two-tones Signal spaced by
20 kHz at a Irequency 01 5 MHz. was approx.
70 dB . The sensitivity can be improved by us ing.
as a prs-amctrher . an Avantsk wldeband amp lifier
module from the MSA senes. There are no
additional spurious Signals produced as a result
01 adding this Avarusk amplifier as would be the
case if the ga in was improved by Increasing the
IF amplitication : see part 3b . These particular
amplifiers are very good and they are very easy \0
retrclu uuo ihe Instrument Its frequency response
is rated flat from 5 to 500 MHz but. in practice.
goes much higher. When Installed In a tin-plate
housing. there are no signs of self- or spurious
-oscillauons Cascading the amplifiers could
result, wilhoul any problems. in a gain 01 some
30 dB or more.
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MATERIAL PRICE LIST OF EQUIPMENT

Ed. 111990

OM 395.00
OM 575.00

Ed. 211990
OM 445 .00
OM 34.00
DM 34 .00
OM 890 ,00

Ed. 2/1988,
1 + 2/1989
OM 599.00

Ed . 1+211989

Art.No. Ed. 2190

6115 OM 35 .00

Art.No. Ed. 1/90

6364 OM 38.00

6365 DM 120.00

Art.No.

6510
3029

6004

6511
6512
6513
3310

A Universal Sound-Vision Unit for
FM-ATV Transmitters

OJ4L8 010 Europe format (100 x 160 rnrn)

SAT·X Receiver for the Satellite IF Band
900 - 1700 MHz

PC-Board

Special components:
BFQ 69 , 3 x MSA 0304,7805, SL1452, TL 082,
S042P. 5 x 885058, 864058, 5 x 1N4151, Z8V2,
Z5V i . LED red; trimmpoli (honz): 100 n, 470 n.
47 k, (upright): 2 x 47 k. 4 .7 k, foil trimmer 3 x,
4 rnm coil former with ferrite core 3 x, CuL wire ,
silvered wire ; RFCs: 33 J'H. 22 J'H . 15 fLH,
3 x 100 /-LH ; tin-plata box

Compact METEOSAT Converter

kit with all components
ready-to-operate module

compact Weather-Satellite FM Receiver

kit with all components. with 1 crystal for 137.5 MHz
Receive crystal for 134.0 MHz (METEOSAT-ch. 2)
Receive crystal for 137.62 MHz (NOAA-9 and 11)
Ready-to-operate module (with 3 crystals)

DSP Computer for Radio Amateur Applications

PC-Board

DC9DO

DJ4LB

DC9DO 001

DC9DO 001

YT3MV

DF9DA

DF9DA 001

YT3MV 010

DF9DA 002
DF90A 002

Set of PCBs, progr. EPROM with authentic documentation
Contains: PCBs YT3MV 003 (bus), 004, DOS, 006
(4 x), 007,008 and 009 : a programmed EPROM
(operating system with Compiler, Editor). a set
of cop ies of all diagrams and component lay-out
plans (in A4), the operating-system manual.

Interface for KR-S600 Rotators
PCB, prog r. EPROM, together with A4 copies
of circuit schematics and cornp. toe. plans 6003 OM 100.00

User software Several software packages complete with Ed. 3+4/1989

k
image examples on 3.5" floppy disks 2+3/1990

6002 OM 145.00
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Plastic Binders for
VHF COMMUNICATIONS

• Anraclive plastic covered In VHF blue

• Accepts up to 12 ecnuons (three volumes)

• Allows any required copy to be found easily

• Keeps the XYL happy and conlenled

• Will be sent anywhere In the world for
OM 10,00 Including surface mail

Please order your binder via the national
represemauve or direclly from UKW-BEAICHTE.
Terry Bittan OHG (see below)

Prices for VHF COMMUNICATIONS

Subscription Volume Individual copy

VHF COMMUNICATIONS 1991 each OM 35.00 each OM 10.00
VHF COMMUNICATIONS 1990 each OM 27.00 each OM 7.50
VHF COMMUNICATIONS 1988to 1989 each OM 25.00 each OM 7.50
VHF COMMUNICATIONS 198610 1987 each OM 24.00 each OM 7.00
VHF COMMUNICATIONS 1985 OM 20.00 each OM 6.00
VHF COMMUNICATIONS 1980 to 1984 each OM t6.00 each OM 4,50

Reduced prices for elder copies
Individual copies OUI of elder, incomplete
volumes, as long as stock lasts :

2/1971 .. 1. 2. 4f1972 • 2. 4f1973 .. 1,3/1974 .. 1. 2.3.4 f1975.

2.3,4/1976 .1. 2. 4ft977 ... "2/1978 " ,2.31'979

Plastic binder for 3 volumes

All prices Including sur1ace mall

When ordering 3 complete volumes, a free binder Is included!

each OM 2.00
each OM 2.00

OM 10.00
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